BRITISH COINS

1001. Celtic coinage, Gallo-Belgic issues, class A, Bellovaci, gold stater, mid 2nd century BC, broad flan, left type, large devolved Apollo head l., rev. horse l. (crude disjointed charioteer behind), rosette of pellets below, wt. 7.10gms. (S.2; ABC.4; VA.12-1), fine/fair, rare £500-600
*ex DNW auction, December 2007.

1002. Celtic coinage, Regini, gold ¼ stater, c. 65-45 BC, weak ‘boat’ design, two or three figures standing, rev. raised line, other lines at sides, wt. 1.73gms. (S.39A; ABC.530; VA.-); gold ¼ stater, c.65-45 BC, mostly blank obverse, one diagnostic raised point, rev. indistinct pattern, possibly a ‘boat’ design, scyphate flan, wt. 1.46gms. (cf. S.46; ABC.536; VA.1229-1), the first fair, the second with irregular crude flan, minor flan cracks, very fine or better (2) £180-200
The second found near Upway, Dorset, 1994.

1003. Celtic coinage, early uninscribed coinage, ‘Eastern’ region, gold ¼ stater, trophy type, 1st century BC, small four-petalled flower in centre of otherwise blank obverse with feint bands, rev. stylised trophy design, S-shaped ornaments and other parts of devolved Apollo head pattern, wt. 1.40gms. (cf. S.47; ABC.2246; cf. VA.146-1), reverse partly weakly struck, very fine £200-300

1004. Celtic coinage, Tincomarus (c. 25 BC – AD 10) gold quarter stater, COMF on tablet, rev. horse to l., TI above, C below, wt. 0.96gms. (S.81; M.103; ABC.1088 [extremely rare]), flan ‘clip’ at 3-5 o’clock, about very fine £100-150

1005. Celtic coinage, Catuvellauni, Tasciovanus (c.25 BC - AD 10), gold ¼-stater, cruciform wreath patterns, two curved and two straight, two crescents back to back in centre, pellet in centre and in angles, rev. horse r., bucraunium above, wt. 1.36gms. (cf. S.222; ABC.2592; cf. VA.1694-1), good very fine, scarce £200-300
*ex DNW auction, December 2007, CCI 03.0888.
1006. **Celtic coinage**, Trinovantes & Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (c.10-40 AD), gold stater, ‘plastic’ type, corn ear dividing CA MV, rev. horse r., branch above, CVNO and pellet in annulet below (S.286, M.203/13) very fine £450-550


1008. **Anglo Saxon**, sceatta coinage, c.725-745, East Anglian series Q, var. Ib, two standing figures with crosses, rev. monster l., head r., wt. 0.9 gms. (S.808 var.; M.488; A.63-30), superb example, toned and extremely fine, exceptional for this coinage, very rare thus £1400-1600

1009. **Anglo Saxon**, sceatta coinage, c.725-745, East Anglian series Q, var. If, type 71, standing figures with crosses facing, rev. bird left, pellets around, wt. 0.9gms. (S.808B., M.384), superb example, toned and extremely fine, exceptional for this coinage, very rare thus £1400-1600

1010. **Archbishops of Canterbury**, Cennoth (833-870), penny, group I, Beornmod, +CIALNOD ARCEPIS, facing tonsured bust to rim, linear circle surrounding, rev. +BIORNMOD MONETA, chi-rho monogram, pellet in each angle, legend and beaded circles surrounding, outer beaded circle surrounding, wt. 0.75gms. (S.893; N 242; Naismith C117.2), has been broken in two and expertly repaired, rim chipped, metal fabric crystallised with uneven toning, otherwise about very fine, very rare £300-400
1011. **Mercia**, Offa, penny, light coinage (c.780-792), Ealmund, bust r., rev. EALMVND, lozenge with flower in centre, wt. 1.08gms. (S.905; N.308), *darker toned, a little weak on head, very fine or better* £1400-1600

1012. **Mercia**, Offa, penny, light coinage (c.780-792), Winoth, bust r., rev. ornate cross, WINOTH interspersed with ornaments, wt. 1.07gms. (S.905; N.313; Chick 71), *weakly struck, good fine* £2600-2800

1013. **Mercia**, Offa, penny, heavy coinage (c.792-796), Canterbury, M with triangle either side above ±OFFA REX in two lines, trefoils, rev. EOBA with lozenge shaped O divided by a double trefoil-topped staff, line between, trefoils in fields (cf. Chick 227/8; Blunt 94), *edges bent, otherwise good fine and extremely rare, seemingly an unrecorded variant* £600-800

Found in a field in Thanet, Kent.

1014. **Mercia**, Coenwulf, penny, group I (796-805), Seberht, uncial M, contraction bar above, rev. SEBERHT in angles of tribrach, wt. 1.23gms. (S.914; N.342), *chipped at 2-3 o'clock, very fine* £1600-1800

*ex H. W. Thorburn, 27 November 1918

Lockett, 4 November, 1958, lot 2669, £16

R. Mack, 18 November 1975, lot 83

With Baldwin’s ticket

1015. **Mercia**, Coenwulf (796-821), penny, portrait type, group II, Hereberht, Canterbury, diademed bust r., breaking inner circle, rev. HEREBERT, cross crosslet, wt. 1.23gms. (S.915; N.-), *chipped at 1-3 and 5-6 o’clock, otherwise about extremely fine, extremely rare* £2400-2800

*ex Lockett, with tickets

**BRITISH COINS**
1016. **Mercia**, Coenwulf (796-821), penny, type E12.7, East Anglian mint, COENVVLF REX around crude bust r., rev. PI HT R EO in angles of long cross crosslet with lozenge shaped panel containing four wedges around a pellet, wt. 1.50gms. (N.372; BMC.90, L&S.110a), good fine to about very fine £1500-2000

1017. **Mercia**, Coelwulf (821-823), penny, type E18, East Anglian mint, COEUVLF REX, crude bust r., rev. PER BALD MONE, in three lines, wt. 1.30gms. (S.927; N.388; BMC.109; L&S.29a), about very fine, very rare £2000-2500

1018. **Mercia**, Burgred (852-874), penny, type IIb, Osmund, BVRGRED REX around crude bust r. with small annulet eye, rev. OSMVND between MON ETA divided by two lines with a crook at each end, wt. 1.30gms. (S.941d; M.V2), a little softly struck on the reverse, toned, nearly extremely fine £700-800

1019. **Kings of East Anglia**, Eadmund (855-870), penny, Sigered, alpha in inner circle, rev. SIGERED MON, cross with pellets, wt. 1.23gms. (S.954; N.456), good very fine £1400-1600

1020. **Wessex**, Aethelstan (924-939), penny, Regnald, York, small cross, rev. REGNALDMoEFORPIC around small cross, wt. 1.44gms. (S.1093; N.672), clipped from 8-12 o'clock, otherwise about extremely fine £1400-1600

1021. **Wessex**, Aethelstan (924-939), penny, Regnald, York, small cross, rev. REGNALDMoEFORPIC around small cross, wt. 1.39gms. (S.1093; N.672), most of edge clipped, otherwise about extremely fine £1400-1600

1022. **Wessex**, Aethelstan (924-939), penny, Ellaf, London, small cross, rev. ELLAF MO LVND CIVITT around small cross, wt. 1.54gms. (S.1093; N.672), slightly double-struck, good fine £1300-1500

1023. **Wessex**, Aethelstan (924-939), penny, portrait type, Eardulf, Oxford, crowned dr. bust r., rev. EARDULF MO OX VR, small cross, wt. 1.63gms. (S.1095; N.675), lightly toned, a little weak on king's hair, very fine, rare £2600-2800
1024. **Aethelred II** (978-1016), mule penny, Intermediate Small Cross type, Winchester, dr. bust l., rev. voided short cross, C R V X in angles, wt. 1.64gms. (S.1150/1148; N.773/770), attractively toned, very fine £1100-1300

1025. **Aethelred II** (978-1016), penny, long cross type (BMC IVa), London, Leofric, LEOFRIC M'O LVND, bust l., rev. voided long cross (S.1151; N.774), very fine £180-220

1026. **Aethelred II** (978-1016), penny, last small cross type, London, Wulfwine, PVLFPINE MON LVN, diad. bust l., rev. small cross, wt. 1.31gms. (S.1154; N.777); with Edward I pennies (5), the first toned, with a strong portrait, very fine, the others fair to fine (6) £250-300

1027. **Cnut**, penny, pointed helmet type (c.1024-1030), London, Ælfgar, ÆLFGR ON LVND (S.1158; N.787), weakly struck in centre, otherwise about very fine £200-250

1028. **Cnut** (1016-1035), cut farthing, short cross type, part sceptre and : RE, rev. OFR., from a sharply struck coin, very fine £80-120

1029. **Harold I**, penny, jewel cross type (c.1036-1038), London, Eadwold, diademed bust l., rev. +EADPOLD ON ESTCEF LV, cross of four jewels, wt. 1.10gms. (S.1163; N.802), neat small bust, extremely fine, extremely rare £1800-2000

An interesting example of an apparently unpublished double-named moneyer at the London mint under Harold I: EADPOLD ESTCEF.
1030. Harold I, penny, fleur de lis type (1038-1040), Leicester, Saewine, armoured bust l., holding sceptre, rev. SAEPINE ON LEHR, long cross with fleur de lis and two pellets in angles, wt. 1.10gms. (S.1164; N.803; H.366), extremely fine, local style, very rare £1800-2000

1031. Harold I, penny, fleur de lis type (1038-1040), Nottingham, Blacaman, armoured bust l., holding sceptre, rev. BLACAMAN ON SN, long cross with fleur de lis and two pellets in angles, wt. 1.10gms. (S.1164; N.803; H.956), extremely fine and very rare £1800-2000

1032. Harold I, penny, fleur de lis type (1038-1040), Thetford, Leofpine, armoured bust l., holding sceptre, rev. LEOPFINE ON DEO, long cross with fleur de lis and two pellets in angles, wt. 1.10gms. (S.1164; N.803; H.956), extremely fine and choice £1600-1800

1033. Harthacnut, sole reign (1040-1042), penny, arm and sceptre type, in the name of Harthacnut, Oxford Godwine, diademed bust l. with sceptre, rev. +GODPINE ON OCXENE, voided short cross, quadrilateral in centre, pellets at angles wt. 1.20gms. (S.1168; N.811; H.161), extremely fine with a superb portrait, very rare £4000-5000

1034. Harthacnut (1040-1042, his sole reign), Danish type, penny, helmeted bust l. with shield, rev. long cross with annulets and pellets in alternate angles, ALDGAR ON LV+, wt. 1.02gms. (S.1170), toned, about very fine £400-500

1035. Edward the Confessor, penny, PACX type (1042-1044), London, Elwine, diademed bust l. with sceptre, rev. +ELPINE ONN LVN, long cross, PACX in angles, wt. 1.10gms. (S.1171; N.813; Pagan 211), extremely fine with an excellent portrait, rare £1000-1200
1036. **William I** (1066-1087), cut farthing, Paxs type, quarter, with P (of PAXS) and RINO, *from a sharply struck coin*, very fine £80-120

1037. **Henry I** (1100-1135), penny, profile/cross fleury type (BMC II), London, Aelfpine, bust l. holding sceptre, *rev. IELFPINE ON LIII*, cross fleury, wt.1.30 gms. (S.1263a; BMC.20) good fine £300-400

1038. **Henry I** (1100-1135), penny, facing bust type (BMC. X), London, small crowned and diademed bust facing, *rev. TED….. ON LVII*, cross fleury, annulet in centre, wt. 1.30gms. (S.1271; N.866), good fine £300-400

A seemingly unpublished moneyer for London.

1039. **Henry I** – Stephen (?), cut farthings (2); another, star in angle, perhaps David II of Scotland, *one chipped*, fine and better (3) £80-100

1040. **Stephen** (1135-1154), penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Wilton, Falche, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, *rev. cross moline, lis in angles*, wt. 1.23gms. (S.1278), very fine £550-650

With old tickets.

1041. **Cut coinage**, Plantagenet Kings, long cross, farthings (3); short cross, halfpennies (2 – *one chipped and most of second quarter missing*); farthings (4), most with visible segments of legend, *fine, some perhaps better* (9) £200-250

1042. **Henry III** (1216-1272), short cross coinage, round halfpenny, class 7, London (?), crowned bust facing, *rev. short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles*, wt. 0.90gms. (S.1357D), *as found, slight cracking and in need of cleaning*, extremely rare £600-800

1043. **Edward I** (1272-1307), penny, class 1d, London, crowned bust facing, *rev. long cross, pellets in angles*, wt.1.43 gms. (S.1383), *very fine* £50-60

**British Coins**
1044. **Edward I** (1272-1307), pennies (4): class 2a, London (S.1385); class 2b, London (S.1386); class 3g, Bristol (S.1416); class 4a, London (S.1394), *all very fine or a little better, the last with toned obverse* (4) £160-180

*first bt. M. Rasmussen, 2007, list (886), ex Gorefield, Cambridgeshire, hoard of 1998, which comprised 1,084 pennies, halfpennies and farthings, many of which are now in the British and Fitzwilliam museums.


1045. **Edward I** (1272-1307), penny, class 7a, London, double-barred Ns, crowned bust facing, rosette on breast, *rev. long cross, pellets in angles* (S.1403; N.1032), *about very fine* £50-100

*ex P. Woodhead collection


1047. **Edward II** (1307-1327), long cross penny, Bury St. Edmunds (S.1465; N.1066); class 13, farthing, London (S.1474; N.1070; W.31); **Edward III**, third or florin coinage, halfpenny, London (S.1557; N.1131), *the first very fine, the others nearly so* (3) £65-75


last ex Jim Sazama Collection, DNW Auction, 11 February 2015, and bt. M. Trenerry, Oct./Nov. 2012 list, Y110

1048. **Edward III**, fourth coinage, pre-treaty period, noble, London, class E (1354-1355), with French title, mm. cross 2 (3), king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, *rev. ornate cross, E in centre,* wt. 7.73gms. (S.1488; N.1160), *about extremely fine* £4000-4500

1049. **Edward III**, fourth coinage, treaty period (1361-1369), quarter noble, London, shield within tressure, annulet before EDWARD, *rev. ornate cross within tressure, lis in centre,* (S.1511; N.1244), *very fine* £300-400
1050. Edward III, first coinage (1327-1335), long cross penny, York, Class XVd, crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, extra 3 pellets in TAS quarter (S.1531), toned, fine to very fine, extremely rare £400-500
*ex Glendining, 7 October 1986, lot 1891, and Chris Wood Collection

1051. Edward III (1327-1377), halfgroats (2): London, pre-Treaty period (1351-1361), series Ga, annulet below bust; Treaty period (1361-1369), trefoils on breast (S.1579, 1620; N.1201, 1259), fine and fair, the latter with cut (2) £50-60
*both ex Corringham, Essex, Hoard, 2009 and DNW Auction, 18 September, 2012
both bt. M. Trenerry, Dec. 2012 list, 127 and Feb./March 2013 list, B122

1052. London farthings of the Edwards (6); with Elizabethan fractionals (2), poor, fair and fine (8) £120-160

1053. Edward IV, first reign, light coinage (1464-1470), half ryal, York, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, E on banner at stern, E in waves, rev. rose upon radiate sun in centre of ornate cross (S.1963; N.1558), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55 £1500-2000

1054. Richard III (1483-1485), groat, type 3, London, mm. halved sun and rose, crowned bust facing within tressure, rev. long cross with three pellets in each angle, wt. 6.4gms. (S.2157; N.1679), nearly fine £800-1000

BRITISH COINS
1055. **Henry VII**, sovereign, type IV, mm. small lis/dragon, crowned figure of king std. facing holding orb and sceptre, on throne with broad seat and high canopy, saltire stops in legend, *rev.* shield of arms at centre of broad Tudor rose within tressure, leopards and lis in alternate arcs, saltire stops, wt. 14.86gms. (S.2175; N.1692/1; Schneider 550), *light crease marks, good fine and very rare* £30,000-32,000

*ex Spink Auction 13014, 24-25 September 2013, lot 538*

1056. **Henry VIII**, first coinage (1509-1526), angel, mm. portcullis crowned, the archangel Michael slaying the dragon, *rev.* ship bearing shield, cross above, h and rose at sides, wt. 5.11gms. (S.2265; N.1760), *pleasing, about extremely fine* £2400-2800
1057. **Henry VIII**, second coinage (1526-1544), sovereign, mm. lis over sunburst/lis, crowned figure of king seated on narrow throne, facing, flanked by two pillars, portcullis at feet, holding ornate sceptre in r. hand and orb in l., saltire stops in legend, rev. shield of arms at centre of full-blown rose, double tressure, saltire stops, wt. 15.34gms. (S.2267; N.1782; Schneider 570, same obverse die; 571, same reverse die), *a fine crack follows the line of the sceptre, good very fine with strong portrait and details, rare* £28,000-30,000  
*ex Spink Auction 13014, 24-25 September 2013, lot 539*
1058. **Henry VIII**, third coinage (1544-1547), sovereign, Tower mint, type II, mm. small lis both sides, king seated facing, on wide throne, with high curved back and angel supporters, Tudor rose below, rev. crowned shield with lion and griffin supporters, HR below, no A in TRANSIENS, wt. 12.72gms. (S.2290; N.1824; Schneider 608, same dies), *very fine and rare*  
£19,000-21,000  
*ex Spink Auction 14006, 22 September 2014, lot 53*

1059. **Henry VIII**, third coinage (1544-1547), half sovereign, Tower mint, mm. pellet in annulet, king enthroned facing, holding orb and sceptre, rose below, rev. crowned shield of arms with lion and griffin supporters, wt. 6.07gms. (S.2294; N.1827) *almost extremely fine, slightly weak in some places but a nice portrait of the king and rare thus*  
£3000-4000

**British Coins**
1060. **Henry VIII**, third coinage (1544-1547), testoon, Tower mint, mm. illegible, crowned bust facing, rev. crowned rose between crowned h-R (S.2365; N.1841), *some chipping to edge, fair to fine* £450-550

1061. **Henry VIII**, third coinage (1544-1547), testoon, Southwark, mm. illegible/E, crowned bust facing, rev. CIVITAS LONDON, crowned rose between crowned h-R, decorative stops within legend, wt. 6.30gms. (S.2367; N.1842), *a little double struck in legend, fine for issue, scarce* £550-650

1062. **Henry VIII**, posthumous coinage (1547-1551), half sovereign, London, mm. arrow, youthful portrait of king enthroned facing, holding orb and sceptre, rose below, rev. crowned shield of arms with lion and griffin supporters, wt. 6.14gms. (S.2391; N.1865; Schneider 645), *on full flan though legends blurred in places, pierced above king’s bead, reverse fine, obverse better* £600-800

1063. **Edward VI**, second period, half sovereign, mm. mm. grapple, EDWARD VI DG AGL FRA Z HIB REX, crowned young bust bust r., rev. SCVTVM FIDEI PROTEGET EVM, crowned, garnished arms, E-R at sides, rosette stops, wt. 5.03gms. (S.2438; N.1911; Schneider 681; Stewardby 2a), *small edge crack through R of REX, leading to flaw on reverse, slightly crimped but very fine and with attractive portrait, rare* £3500-4500

*ex Baldwin Auction 19, 4 April 1999, lot 452
Glendining Auction, 25 April 2001, lot 124
DNW, 7 October 2003, lot 654
Spink Auction 16021, 26 September 2016, lot 993
1064. **Edward VI**, third period (1550-1553), sovereign, mm. tun both sides, possibly over Y on reverse, half-length figure of the King r., in armour and crowned, holding sword in r. hand and orb in l., beaded and wire line inner circles, *rev.* crowned, plain, square topped shield with lion and griffin supporters, ER in cartouche below, beaded inner circle, wt. 11.15gms. (S.2450; N.1927; Schneider 691, same dies), *slightly double struck over Z: HI on obverse, a few very minor scratches, good very fine with much old red tone, rare £13,000-15,000*  
*ex Slaney Collection, Pt. II, Spink Auction 15031, 14 May 2015, lot 292; and with Baldwin stock ticket for 1946, priced at £30*

1065. **Edward VI**, fine silver coinage, halfcrown, mm. tun, 1551, galloping horse r. without plume, date below, *rev.* long cross fourchée over shield of arms, wt. 15.35gms. (S.2480; N.1935), *good fine £750-850*
1066. **Mary** (1553-1554), 'fine' sovereign, mm. pomegranate, after MARIA on obverse and DNO on reverse, crowned figure of queen enthroned facing, holding orb and sceptre, portcullis at feet, rev. A: DNO. FACTV'. EST: ISTV'. Z: EST: MIRA: IN: OCVL: NRIS', shield of arms at centre of large Tudor rose, wt. 14.94gms. (S.2488; N.1956; Schneider 704, minor variety of punctuation on reverse), slightly creased, 'pin prick' to centre of lower drapery, good very fine with strong portrait £21,000-23,000

*ex Spink Auction 14006, 22 September 2014, lot 69*
1067. Mary (1553-1554), groat, mm. pomegranate, retrograde Z in obverse legend, crowned bust l., rev. long cross fourchée over shield of arms (S.2492; N.1960), deeply toned, very fine or better £300-400

1068. Philip and Mary (1554-1558), angel, mm. lis, obv. legend reads REGINA•A, the archangel Michael slaying the dragon, rev. legend reads MIRABILE, ship bearing shield, cross flanked by P and M above (S.2496), certified and graded by PCGS as Extremely Fine 40, very rare £15,000-20,000

1069. Philip and Mary, shilling, 1554, full titles, busts face-to-face, crown above, rev. crowned, garnished shield of arms, mark of value above, wt. 6.06gms. (S.2500; N.1967), some weakness, some toning around the edge, otherwise good very fine with decent portraits £1600-1800
1070. **Elizabeth I**, sixth issue, ‘fine’ sovereign, mm. escallop (1584-6), crowned figure of queen enthroned facing, flanked by two pillars, holding orb and sceptre, portcullis at feet, pellet stops in legend, **rev.** shield of arms at centre of Tudor rose, pellet stops, wt. 15.05gms. (S.2529; N.2003; Schneider 780-81), well struck on a full and round flan, very fine and rare

£16,000-18,000

*ex Spink Auction 13014, 24-25 September 2013, lot 557*
1071. Elizabeth I, seventh issue (1601-3), pound, mm 2, both sides, crowned bust l., hair falling loose behind, wearing ruff and richly decorated dress, pellet stops, rev. crowned, garnished square topped shield, dividing E R, sharp toothed border and inner circle both sides, wt. 11.05gms. (S.2539; N.2008; BC.F24; Schneider 806, same dies), good very fine with an attractive old red tone, scarce mint mark, rare and the last year of issue £17,000-19,000
*ex Slaney Collection, Pt. II, Spink Auction 15031, 14 May 2015, lot 298; and with Baldwin stock ticket for 1944, priced at £25.

1072. Elizabeth I, second issue, groat, mm. martlet (1560-1561), crowned bust l., rev. long cross fourchée over shield, wt. 1.89gms. (S.2556; N.1986), some weakness in legend, extremely fine with a superb portrait, very scarce in this grade £400-450

British Coins
1073. **Elizabeth I**, seventh issue, halfcrown, mm. 1 (1601-1602), crowned bust l. with orb and sceptre, **rev.** shield of arms (S.2583; N.2013), *choice good very fine or better* £2750-3250

1074. **Elizabeth I**, milled coinage (1561-1570), shilling, small size (29mm.), mm. star, crowned bust l., **rev.** long cross fourchée over shield of arms (S.2592; N.2023), *weakly struck, nearly very fine* £300-400

1075. **James I**, second coinage, rose ryal, mm. scallop (1606-7), crowned figure of king enthroned facing, flanked by two pillars, holding sceptre and orb, portcullis at feet, **rev.** shield of arms at centre of full-blown rose, wt. 13.71gms. (S.2613; N.2079; Schneider:-), *very slightly creased, otherwise fully round with some lustre to surfaces, very fine* £16,000-18,000

*ex Spink Auction 14006, 22 September 2014, lot 316*
1076. James I, second coinage, unite, mm. rose (1605-1606), crowned fourth bust r., holding orb and shouldering sceptre, rev. crowned shield of arms, IR at sides (S.2619; N.2084), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine Details, Mount Removed £800-1200

1077. James I, third coinage, rose ryal, mm. spur rowel (1619-1620), crowned figure of king enthroned facing slightly to l., holding orb and sceptre, feet resting on portcullis, throne with ornamented back, rev. long cross fourchée over shield of arms, mark of value above, all within ornate border with lis, leopards and roses around, wt. 12.48gms. (S.2632; N.2108; Schneider II, 77 - same dies), with a strong portrait and details, tiny scratches above shield on reverse, light reddish-gold tone, a superb example of this coin, extremely fine, rare £31,000-33,000

*ex Dr. Paul Broughton Collection, Spink Auction 16014, 22 March 2016, lot 451)
Samuel King Collection, Spink, 5 May 2005, lot 65 - noted as 'superb' in post-sale commentary
Spink, 22 November 1994, lot 55
H. J. Bareford Collection, Stack's (New York), 22 October 1981, lot 497
Stack's (New York), 30 January 1958, lot 218

BRITISH COINS
1078. **James I**, third coinage, rose ryal, mm. spur rowel (1619-1620), crowned figure of king enthroned facing slightly to l., holding orb and sceptre, feet resting on portcullis, throne with ornamented back, rev. long cross fourchée over shield of arms, mark of value above, all within ornate border with lis, leopards and roses around, wt. 12.25gms. (S.2632; N.2108; Schneider II, 77, same dies), slightest of crease marks, a full and well-centred coin, good very fine

£21,000-23,000

*ex Spink Auction 14006, 22 September 2014, lot 321

1079. **James I**, third coinage, laurel, mm. lis (1623-1624), fourth laur. bust l., mark of value behind, rev. long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms, wt. 9.00gms. (S.2638B; N.2114), good very fine or better

£2200-2500
1080. **James I**, third coinage, quarter laurel, mm. trefoil (1624), laur. bust l., value behind head, *rev.* crowned shield over long cross fourchée, beaded inner circles on both sides (S.2642B; N.2119), *very fine* £1100-1300
*ex Baldwin's, with tickets*

1081. **Charles I**, unite, Tower mint, group B, mm. castle (1627-1628), crowned second bust l., wearing ruff, armour and mantle, mark of value behind, *rev.* crowned square-topped garnished shield, wt. 9.11gms. (S.2687; N.2148), *a few minor planchet flaws on obverse, otherwise nearly very fine for issue* £1250-1500

1082. **Charles I**, unite, Tower mint, group B, mm. anchor over castle (1627-1629), crowned second bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* crowned, square-topped, garnished shield, wt. 9.07gms. (S.2688; N.2149; Schneider, Tower, variety 2; Brooker 43), *slight weakness on face, very fine* £1200-1400

*ex Brooker collection (PLIV-43), and ex Raynes collection 231*

1083. **Charles I**, unite, Tower mint, group B, mm. plume (1630-1631), crowned second bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* crowned, square-topped, garnished shield, wt. 8.96gms. (S.2688; N.2149), *good fine, with a good portrait, reverse better* £900-1100

1084. **Charles I**, unite, Tower mint, group D, bust 5, mm. tun (1636-8), crowned bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* crowned, oval, garnished shield, CR at sides, wt. 9.00gms. (S.2692; N.2153), *light mark across obverse (spade mark?), good fine or better* £1250-1500

**BRITISH COINS**
1085. **Charles I**, triple unite, Oxford mint, mm. plume/-, 1642, crowned bust l., holding sword and olive branch, plume behind, **rev.** Declaration in three wavy lines between mark of value and date, three plumes above, wt. 26.64gms. (S.2725; N.2381), weakly struck in parts, but on a full flan, certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine 20 £15,000-20,000

A good opportunity to acquire a specimen at a reasonable price.
1086. **Charles I**, Briot’s first milled issue (1631-1632), sixpence, mm. flower and B/B, crowned bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* long cross fourchée over square-topped shield (S.2855; N.2301), *toned, very fine or better, an attractive example* £200-300
With old ticket.

1087. **Charles I**, Briot’s first milled issue (1631-1632), sixpence, mm. flower and B/B, crowned bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* long cross fourchée over square-topped shield (S.2855; N.2301), *fine* £125-175

1088. **Charles I**, Briot’s first milled issue (1631-1632), pattern halfgroat, uncrowned bust in ruff l. *rev.* crowned interlocked Cs (S.2856A; N.2687), *attractive toning, good very fine* £150-250

1089. **Charles I**, Briot’s second milled issue (1638-1639), halfcrown, mm. anchor and B, king on horseback l., *rev.* crowned garnished oval shield of arms with C-R at sides (S.2858; N.2304), *very fine* £250-350

1090. **Charles I**, Briot’s second milled issue (1638-1639), shilling, mm. anchor and B, crowned bust l., value behind head, *rev.* long cross fourchée over shield (S.2859; N.2305), *toned, nearly very fine* £175-225

1091. **Charles I**, Briot’s second milled issue (1638-1639), sixpence, mm. anchor and mullet/anchor, crowned bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* long cross fourchée over shield (S.2860; N.2306), *adjustment marks on reverse, toned, good fine* £150-250

1092. **Charles I** (1625-1649), farthing, crown over crossed sceptres, *rev.* crowned harp; with rose farthings (2), *the first fine, the others fair (3)* £60-80

1093. **Charles I**, York mint (1643-1644), halfcrown, type 5, mm. lion, crowned figure of king on horseback l., brandishing sword, EBOR below, *rev.* crowned square shield (S.2867; N.2313), *good very fine* £400-500

**BRITISH COINS**
1094. **Charles I**, halfcrown, York mint (1643-1644), type 6, mm. lion, crowned figure of king on horseback l., brandishing sword, EBOR below, rev. crowned oval shield, wt. 14.88gms. (S.2868; N.2314), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58 £2200-2500

1095. **Charles I**, York mint (1643-1644), halfcrown, type 6, mm. lion, crowned figure of king on horseback l., brandishing sword, EBOR below, rev. crowned oval shield (S.2868; N.2314), very fine or better £200-300

1096. **Charles I**, York mint (1643-1644), shilling, type 4, mm. lion, crowned bust l., value behind head with small lozenges above and below, rev. crowned garnished oval shield of arms with EBOR below (S.2873; N.2319), small flan flaw before face, good fine £150-250

1097. **Charles I**, Aberystwyth mint (1638/9-1642), shilling, mm. book, small crowned bust l., plume before face, XII behind, rev. oval, garnished shield of arms, plume above, wt. 6.05gms. (S.2884; N.2330), a couple of light scratches in front of face, good very fine on a nice round flan £2750-3250

1098. **Charles I**, pound, Shrewsbury mint, 1642, mm. pellets, crowned figure of king on horseback l., plume behind, rev. Declaration in two lines, three plumes and value above, date below, wt. 119.54gms. (S.2917; N.2361; Morrieson A/2; SCBI, Brooker 795), reverse very fine, obverse nearly so but horseman somewhat flat, rare £3000-4000

Sold with Baldwin’s stock ticket (they purchased in January 1948), priced £60.

**British Coins**
1099. **Charles I**, Newark besieged, halfcrown, 1646, arched crown between C-R, mark of value below, rev. OBS./NEWARK, date below, wt. 15.45gms. (S.3140A), *small edge crack to right of crown, good very fine or better* £3500-4000

*ex Spinks Numismatic Circular, December 2012, HS4734*

1100. **Commonwealth**, crown, mm. sun, 1653, A for V in VS, English shield of arms within wreath, rev. conjoined shields, mark of value above (S.3214; ESC.6A; Bull 7), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53* £2750-3250

1101. **Oliver Cromwell**, crown, by Simon, 1658/7, dr. bust l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3226; ESC.10; Bull 240), *nearly extremely fine* £4000-5000
1102. **Oliver Cromwell**, halfcrown, 1658, dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3227A; ESC.447; Bull 252), about extremely fine. £3000-3500

1103. **Oliver Cromwell**, halfcrown, 1658, dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3227A; ESC.447; Bull 252), slight edge knock at 5 o'clock on reverse, toned good very fine, reverse better. £3500-4500

1104. **Oliver Cromwell**, contemporary cast copy of a shilling, 1658; James I, brass coin weight for 11 shillings, in early 19thC leather and silk miniature purse, pierced; Charles II, bronzed electrotype copy of the obverse of Roettier’s medal for the foundation of the Mathematical and Nautical School, Christ’s Hospital, 1673, lead-backed, with suspension loop; The Murder of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey (1621-1678), contemporary white metal medal, 1678, by G. Bower, 38mm. (ML.577/247; Eimer 257), the first and last fine, the others better (4). £80-120

---

**A Fine Group of Touchpieces**

1105. **Charles II**, gold touchpiece, CAR. II. D.G. M. B. FR. ET. HI. REX, a warship, the *Sovereign of the Seas*, sails to l., *rev.* SOLI. DEO. GLORIA, Archangel Michael slaying the dragon (ML.477/86; Woolf, Remedy, type A, 2/2), large piercing for wearing, very fine. £350-450

On B. A. Seaby ticket (£12/10/-).

1106. **James II**, gold touchpiece, IACO. II. D.G. M. [•] ET. HI. REX, a warship, the *Sovereign of the Seas*, sails to l., *rev.* Archangel Michael slaying the dragon, SOLI. DEO. GLORIA (MI 611/19; Woolf, Remedy, 2/2), pierced for wearing, about very fine. £350-450

1107. **James II**, silver touchpiece, by Norbert Roettier, IAC. II. D.G. M. F[•] ET. H. REX., a warship, *The Prince*, sails to r., *rev.* SOLI. DEO. GLORIA, Archangel Michael slaying the dragon (ML.611/20; Woolf, Remedy, 2/2), neater style to the gold example listed above, small neat piercing, extremely fine. £350-450

1109. **James III, the Old Pretender**, silver touchpiece, minted in Rome by Ermenegildo or Ottone Hamerani, IAC. III. D.G. [ - ] B. F. ET. H. R., a warship, *The Prince*, sails to r., *rev. SOLI. DEO. GLORIA*, Archangel Michael slaying the dragon (ML316/140; Woolf 35; Remedy, 1/1), neat piercing with section of blue ribbon attached, strictly fine  
*ex Fingask Castle Collection [Rait, Perthshire]. On B. A. Seaby ticket (£8).*  

1110. **Charles III, the Young Pretender (Bonnie Prince Charlie)**, silver touchpiece, minted in Rome under Ferdando Hamerani, CAR. III. D.G. M. B. F. ET. H. R., a warship sails to r., *rev. SOLI. DEO. GLORIA*, Archangel Michael slaying the dragon (Woolf 68; Remedy 2/2), neat piercing (oddly) at bottom of coin, with section of blue ribbon attached, very fine  
*ex Fingask Castle Collection [Rait, Perthshire]. On B. A. Seaby ticket (£12-10-0).*  
Prince Charles visited Fingask Castle in 1745.

1111. **Henry IX, Cardinal York**, silver touchpiece, minted in Rome by (?) Tomasso Mercandettii, H. IX. D.G. M. B. F. [ - ] H. R. CEPTVSC., a warship sails to r., *rev. SOLI. DEO. GLORIA*, Archangel Michael slaying the dragon (Woolf 74:3b; Remedy, 1/1), neat piercing, with section of blue ribbon attached, very fine  
Believed ex Fingask Castle Collection. On B. A. Seaby ticket (£9).

**BRITISH COINS**
1112. **Charles II**, two guineas, 1678/7, second laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3335), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63, incredibly rare in this grade £60,000-65,000

*ex Goldberg Auction 98, 6 June 2017, lot 2427*
1113. **Charles II**, crown, 1677, V. NONO, third laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles (S.3358; ESC.52; Bull 398), *adjustment marks by date, good very fine, scarce* £1500-2000

1114. **Charles II**, halfcrown, 1677, V. NONO, fourth laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles (S.3367; ESC.479; Bull 475), *a weakly struck issue, about extremely fine* £1100-1300

1115. **Charles II**, sixpence, 1683, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles (S.3382; ESC.1523; Bull 580), *light grey tone, about very fine* £100-140

1116. **Charles II**, farthing, 1675, laur. bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3394), *nearly extremely fine with a hint of original colour* £250-300

1117. **James II**, five guineas, 1687, TERTIO, second laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3397A), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55* £32,500-37,500
1118. James II, five guineas, 1687, TERTIO, elephant and castle, first laur. bust l., elephant and castle below, rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3398), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53. £45,000-50,000

1119. James II, guinea, 1685, first laur. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3400), haymarks or small metal flaws behind head and Scottish shield, old scratch by English shield, certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine Details, Scratches. £2000-2500
1120. **James II**, halfcrown, 1685, edge PRIMO, first laur. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3408; ESC.493; Bull 748), slightly off-centre and some small edge bruises, lightly toned, very fine £400-500

1121. **James II**, halfcrown, 1687, TERTIO, first laur. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, 6 of date over 8 (S.3408; ESC.498; Bull 753), good fine, rare £160-180

1122. **William and Mary**, five guineas, 1692, QUARTO, conjoined laur. busts r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3422), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55 £32,500-37,500
1123. **William and Mary**, five guineas, 1694, SEXTO, elephant and castle, conjoined laur. busts r., elephant and castle below, *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3423), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53  £42,500-47,500

A very popular type.

1124. **William and Mary**, two guineas, 1694/3, conjoined laur. busts r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3424), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, almost never seen in this grade  £37,500-42,500
1125. **William and Mary**, guinea, 1690, D of DEI over G, conjoined laur. busts r., rev. crowned shield of arms, later harp (S.3426), *much original mint redness, certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine 30* £1500-2000

1126. **William and Mary**, halfcrown, 1689, PRIMO, caul frosted, pearls, conjoined laur. busts r., rev. first crowned shield of arms (S.3434; ESC.505; Bull 831), *pleasant tone, wear to King's hair, reverse sharp extremely fine, otherwise very fine, reverse better* £200-250

1127. **William and Mary**, halfcrown, 1689, PRIMO, no frosting, pearls, conjoined laur. busts r., rev. first crowned shield of arms (S.3434; ESC.507; Bull 835), *very fine* £320-350

1128. **William III**, five guineas, 1701, D. TERTIO, ‘fine work’, edge DECIMO TERTIO, second laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3456), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55* £26,000-28,000
1129. **William III**, guinea, 1701, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3463), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 50* £1200-1500

1130. **William III**, halfcrown, 1698, *DECIMO*, first laur. and dr. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3494; ESC.554; Bull 1034), *rich steel-grey tone, certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 64* £1100-1300

A high grade.

1131. **William III**, halfcrown, 1698, *DECIMO*, first laur. and dr. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3494; ESC.554; Bull 1034), *sharply struck and steel grey tone, almost extremely fine* £500-600

1132. **William III**, sixpence, 1697, third laur. and dr. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3538; ESC.1566; Bull 1233), *dark toning, extremely fine* £150-200

**BRITISH COINS**
1133. **Anne**, five guineas, 1705, QVARTO, dr. bust l., *ren* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3560), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55

Rare type I in this grade.

£65,000-70,000

**British Coins**
1134. **Anne**, five guineas, 1711, DECIMO, dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3568), *certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine Details, Repaired* £2750-3250

1135. **Anne**, two guineas, 1711, dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3569), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63* £50,000-55,000

The finest we have seen.
1136. **Anne**, half guinea, 1714, dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3575), certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 55

£1500-2000

1137. **Anne**, crown, 1703, TERTIO, VIGO, first dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3576; ESC.99; Bull 1340), a couple of light marks on reverse, light toning around legends, extremely fine or better, scarce in this grade

£6000-6500

1138. **Anne**, shilling, 1708, third bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3610; ESC.1147), attractively toned with mint brilliance, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63

£500-600
1139. **George I**, five guineas, 1720, SEXTO, laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3626), sharp and lustrous, certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 58+ £67,500-72,500

In the cataloguer's opinion this should be graded Mint State 60.
1140. **George I**, guinea, 1720, laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3631), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55

1141. **George I**, guinea, 1726, fifth bust, laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3633), perhaps a 'find' coin, fine

1142. **George I**, half guinea, 1725, second laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3637), certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine 25

1143. **George I**, quarter guinea, 1718, laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3638), mounted with small loop, fine; **George III**, half-guinea, 1790, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3735), fine; **William IV**, sovereign, 1837 (S.3829B), in loose ring mount, about fine; with a gilt shilling, 1787, pierced, fine (4)

1144. **George I**, crown, 1720/17, SEXTO, roses and plumes, laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles (S.3642; ESC.590; Bull 1555), delightfully toned, nearly extremely fine

1145. **George I**, shilling, 1718, roses and plumes, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles (S.3645; ESC.1165; Bull 1566), choice, virtually as struck

1146. **George I**, shilling, 1723 SSC, laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, SSC in angles (S.3647; ESC.1176; Bull 1586), light haymarking and spot on double-struck nose, extremely fine

**British Coins**
1147. George II, five guineas, 1746, LIMA, D. NONO, old laur. head l., LIMA below, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3665; Sch.564), some slight marks on portrait otherwise good very fine with much lustre £16,000-20,000
*In Seaby, 1945, £67 10 shillings
Slaney Collection, part 2, Spink Auction 15031, 14 May 2015, lot 396, hammer £19,000

1148. George II, five guineas, 1746, LIMA, D. NONO, old laur. head l., LIMA below, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3665), certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine 30 £6000-7000

BRITISH COINS
1149. **George II**, two guineas, 1739, intermediate laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3668), obverse rubbed, good fine, reverse very fine
£1000-1250

1150. **George II**, guinea, 1748, old laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3680), small file (?) mark to top edge, obverse lightly buffed, good very fine
£650-750

1151. **George II**, crown, 1746, D.NONO, LIMA, old laur. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3689; ESC.125; Bull 1668), pleasing and lightly toned, extremely fine
£2200-2500

1152. **George II**, halfcrown, 1741/39, D. QVARTO, roses, young laur. and dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, roses in angles (S.3693; ESC.601A; Bull 1682), good very fine
£300-400

1153. **George II**, halfcrown, 1743, D. SEPTIMO, roses, old laur. and dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, roses in angles (S.3694; ESC.603A; Bull 1684), attractive grey tone, better than good very fine
£600-700

1154. **George II**, halfcrown, 1745, D. NONO, LIMA, old laur. and dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3695; ESC.605; Bull 1687), bright, nearly extremely fine
£300-350
1155. George II, proof halfcrown, 1746, VICESIMO, old laur. and dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields of arms (S.3696; ESC.608; Bull 1691), delightfully toned, practically as struck, choice £3750-4250

1156. George II, proof halfcrown, 1746, VICESIMO, old laur. and dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3696; ESC.608; Bull 1691), toned, certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 £3000-4000

1157. George II, shilling, 1758, old laur. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3704; ESC.1213; Bull 1734), extremely fine £180-220

1158. George II, shilling, 1758; sixpence, 1750, old laur. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3704, 3711), the first with slight indentation on obverse, good fine, the second fine (2) £30-35

1159. George II, proof sixpence, 1728, edge plain, young laur. and dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3705; ESC.1604; Bull 1737 [R*]), darkly toned, superb, as struck, very rare £3000-4000

*ex Spink and Baldwin, with tickets

1160. George II, farthing, 1754, old laur. and cuir. bust l., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3722; P.892), mint state with original colour £120-150

1161. George III, guinea, 1764, no stop over head, second laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3726), very fine £2200-2500
1162. **George III**, proof guinea, 1774, fourth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3728; W&R.95), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64
£6000-7000

1163. **George III**, guinea, 1775, fourth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3728), bright extremely fine
£550-650

1164. **George III**, guinea, 1777, fourth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3728), extremely fine and retaining much brightness
£500-700

1165. **George III**, guinea, 1782, fourth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3728), extremely fine
£800-1000

1166. **George III**, unofficial pattern guinea, 1782, struck in copper, by L. Pingo, for Earl Stanhope, laur. bust r., rev. crowned arms, escalloped border both sides, lettered edge repeats date in Roman numerals (Eimer, Pingo 78; Montagu 708; cf. Selig 1120), extremely fine and scarce
£250-300

1167. **George III**, guinea, 1788, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62+
£1000-1200

1168. **George III**, guinea, 1794, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), extremely fine
£500-600

1169. **George III**, guinea, 1798, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), extremely fine
£750-850

1170. **George III**, guinea, 1798, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), nearly extremely fine
£500-600

**British Coins**
1171. **George III**, half guinea, 1786, fourth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3734), certified and graded by NCG as About Uncirculated 58
£400-500

1172. **George III**, half guinea, 1804, seventh laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3737), extremely fine
£350-450

1173. **George III**, third guineas (2): 1798, first laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date in legend, nearly extremely fine; 1802, similar but date below crown (S.3738, 3739), tiny jeweller’s graffiti below bust, very fine (2)
£200-300

1174. **George III**, third guineas (2): 1808; 1810, second laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3740), good very fine or perhaps better (2)
£200-300

1175. **George III**, quarter guinea, 1762, laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3741), much original brightness, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62
£500-600

1176. **George III**, Bank of England dollar, 1804, laur. bust r., top leaf to centre of E, no stop after REX, *rev.* Britannia seated within crowned Garter (S.3768; ESC.164; Bull 1951), surface marks, otherwise about extremely fine
£300-400

1177. **George III**, Bank of England, proof 5 shillings and sixpence, 1811, in copper, laur. bust l., *rev.* BANK/TOKEN/5S. 6D./1811 within wreath (ESC.206; Davies 37), as struck with some original colouring, superb
£900-1100

1178. **George III**, Bank of England, proof 3 shillings, 1812, type B'/2, laur. head r., *rev.* value within wreath (S.3770; ESC.417; Bull 2080[R]), delightfully toned, superb as struck
£900-1100
1179. **George III**, Bank of England, proof eighteenpence, 1811, laur. and dr. bust r., *rev.* value within wreath (S.3771; ESC.970), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64

**£1000-1200**

1180. **George III**, Bank of England, eighteenpence, 1811, laur. and dr. bust r., *rev.* value within wreath (S.3771; ESC.969; Bull 2112), virtually mint state

**£80-120**

1181. **George III**, halfpenny, 1770, laur. and cuir. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3774; P.893), extremely fine or better

**£240-280**

1182. **George III**, halfpenny, 1771, laur. and cuir. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3774; P.896), extremely fine or better

**£200-250**

1183. **George III**, halfpenny, 1773, laur. and cuir. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3774; P.904), extremely fine or better

**£200-250**

1184. **George III**, restrike proof twopence, 1797, in bronzed copper, late Soho, laureate and draped bust right, K: on shoulder, *rev.* inverted die axis, Britannia seated left on rock with shield, holding trident and olive branch, ship to left, SOHO on rock to right, three rows of waves below, date on raised rim below, edge plain (S.3776; BMC.1075), identified erroneously as BMC 1076A, and certified and graded by NGC as Proof 65 Brown

**£3000-3500**

One of the highest graded.

1185. **George III**, twopence, 1797, laur. and cuir. bust r., *rev.* Britannia seated l. (S.3776; BMC.1077), very fine

**£55-65**

*bt. Colin Cooke, March 2014 list, 953*
1186. **George III**, twopence, 1797, laur. and cuir. bust r., *rev.* Britannia seated l. (S.3776), *very fine* £30-40

1187. **George III**, twopence; penny, 1797, laur. and cuir. bust r., *rev.* Britannia seated l. (S.3776, 3777); with a halfpenny, 1722, *this cleaned, fair, the twopence about very fine, the penny better but with digs and an edge knock* (3) £30-40

1188. **George III**, third issue, Soho Mint, halfpenny, 1799, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., holding trident and olive branch, ship with five incuse gunports (S.3778), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 Brown* £60-80

1189. **George III**, proof penny, 1806, in copper, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., holding trident and olive branch (S.3780; P.1327), *some hairlines in fields, as struck with some original colour* £450-550

1190. **George III**, restrike proof penny, 1806, in bronzed copper, plain edge, laur. and dr. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., holding trident and olive branch (S.3780; P.1350), *usual flaw in obverse field, FDC* £500-600

1191. **George III**, proof farthing, 1806, plain edge, struck in gold, laur. and dr. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., holding trident and olive branch (S.3782; W&R.175; P.1392), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 61, extremely rare* £6000-8000

Believed to be from descendants of the Boulton family, and the last one we can trace is the Pitman specimen from 1999 offered for sale

For an Irish example struck in gold, please see lot 1393
1192. *George III*, half sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3786), *very fine* £300-350

1193. *George III*, half sovereign, 1818, laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3786), *extremely fine* £400-450

1194. *George III*, crowns, 1820, LX (5), laur. head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3787), *one fair, the others fine* (5) £100-120

1195. *George III*, halfcrowns, 1817 (2), large and small heads (S.3788, 3789); *George IV*, halfcrowns (2): 1820; 1821; shilling, 1821 (S.3807, 3810); *William IV*, halfcrown, 1836; groats (2): 1836; 1837; twopence, 1833 (S.3834, 3837, 3843); *India*, E.I.C., rupee, 1835; *British West Indies*, Anchor money, 1/8-dollar, 1822/1 (KM.2); *Demerary and Essequibo*, ¼ guilder, 1835, *shilling good very fine, others mostly fine* (11) £100-140

1196. *George III & Victoria*, halfcrowns (2): 1817; 1844, small laur. head r./young head l., *rev.* crowned shield within Garter/wreath (S.3789, 3888), *the first bright, both about extremely fine* (2) £200-250

**British Coins**
1197. George IV, proof five pounds, 1826, lettered edge, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3797; W&R.213; L&S.27), small knock on edge at 7 o’clock, a few light hairlines, but much brilliance and almost as struck
*ex Spink Auction 13014, 24-25 September 2013, lot 735
£20,000-22,000

1198. George IV, two pounds, 1823, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3798), extremely fine or better with brilliance
£2000-2500

BRITISH COINS
1199. **George IV**, two pounds, 1823, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3798); surface appears either acid- or fire-marked, about very fine

£600-700

1200. **George IV**, half sovereign, 1828, bare head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3804), certified and graded by NGC as *About Uncirculated 55*

£400-500

1201. **George IV**, crown, 1821, edge SECUNDO, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3805; ESC.246; Bull 2310), toned, good very fine

£300-350

1202. **George IV**, pattern crown, undated (1828 or 1829), in white metal, by J. B. Merlen, large laur. head l., *rev.* Royal arms with lion and unicorn supporters, M in gothic script below; edge plain, 35.66mm. (ESC.265A; Bull 2353 [R⁷]; L&S.43), some scuffs to obverse and some porosity to reverse, very fine, extremely rare and believed only four or so examples known

£1000-1500

Linecar & Stone refer to an example exhibited at the Numismatic Society in 1887 and also mention that two appeared in the Nobleman sale (1922).

Jean Baptiste Merlen (1769 - 1850), the French (or perhaps Flemish) ‘extra assistant engraver’, in practice the second engraver, at the Royal Mint.

1203. **George IV**, pattern crown, undated (1828 or 1829), in white metal, by J. B. Merlen, large laur. head l., *rev.* Royal arms with lion and unicorn supporters, edge plain, 35.61mm. (ESC.265B; Bull 2355 [R⁷]; L&S.43 var.), *choice mint state and exceedingly rare*

£2000-2500

The reverse differs slightly from the coin offered in the previous lot; there is no M signature, the scrolls above the heads of the lion and unicorn are more flamboyant; there is no dot beneath the Garter and the shamrocks differ. Listing the coin as R⁷ suggests that only one or two examples are known. Lot 432 of the J. G. Murdoch sale, part III, 18 March 1904 included an example of this and the coin in the previous lot, ‘Pattern Crowns, 2 (or Half Crowns) undated, nearly as the Crown of 1821, by Piatruci, but smaller … on one of these is a large M…’

Jean Baptiste Merlen (1769 - 1850), the French ‘extra assistant engraver’, in practice the second engraver, at the Royal Mint.

1204. **George IV**, halfcrown, 1820, laur. head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3807; ESC.628; Bull 2357), lightly toned, minor marks on portrait, almost extremely fine

£60-80
1205. **George IV**, unofficial pattern halfcrown, in bronzed copper, undated (c. 1824-25), by W. Binfield, laur. bust l. with a mass of hair and long ties, signed below truncation, *rev.* a caduceus formed of two serpents entwined around trident, within open olive wreath, 2S - 6D to either side, edge plain (ESC.655 [R^6, 3-4 known]; Bull 2393 [R^6]), of *the highest rarity, choice and with deep mahogany colour, virtually mint state* £2200-2500

Believed part of a trio of coins, one silver and two bronzed-copper ex. Montagu, Sotheby (lot 996); Murdoch, Sotheby, 8 June 1903 (lot 429 part); Baron Phillipe Ferrari de la Renotière, Sotheby, 27 March 1922 (lot 107); V M Brand, collection dispersed post mortem from 1932; H M Lingford, collection purchased en bloc by Baldwin, 1951; Glendining, 19 July 1961 (lot 172 or 173). One of the two bronzed-copper coins was later acquired by Seaby and sold to Mrs. Norweb, Spink Auction, part III, 19 November 1986, but this does not appear to be that coin.

1206. **George IV**, shilling, 1821, laur. head l., *rev.* crowned, garnished shield (S.3810; ESC.1247; Bull 2396), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63* £400-500

1207. **George IV**, sixpence, 1821, laur. head l., *rev.* crowned, garnished shield of arms (S.3813; ESC.1654; Bull 2421), *bright, extremely fine or perhaps better* £100-120
1208 ↓ *William IV*, proof two pounds, 1831, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3828; W&R.258), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64 Deep Cameo £27,500-32,500

1209. ↓ *William IV*, half sovereign, 1835, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3831), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £1250-1750

1210.  William IV, proof halfcrown, 1831, plain edge, block WW in truncation, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3834A; ESC.657), delightfully toned, choice about as struck £2200-2500

1211.  William IV, halfcrown, 1834, WW in script on truncation, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3834; ESC.662; Bull 2478), toned, almost extremely fine £60-80

**British Coins**
1212. G Victoria, proof half sovereign, 1839, plain edge, young head l., rev. crowned garnished shield of arms (S.3859; W&R.343), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 62 Cameo
£3000-4000

1213. G Victoria, half sovereign, 1850, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 40, rare
£400-500

1214. G Victoria, half sovereign, 1858, type A2, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859A), certified and graded by PCGS as Genuine Uncirculated Detail - Cleaned
£300-400

1215. G Victoria, half sovereign, 1878, die no. 99, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3860E), almost extremely fine
£200-250

BRITISH COINS
1216. G Victoria, a mixed 1887 Jubilee set of coins, comprising currency-issue five pounds, two pounds, sovereign and half sovereign (S.3864-3866, 3869); proof crown, double florin, halfcrown, florin, shilling, sixpence and threepence (S.3921-3926, 3928, 3931), all in 1960s fitted maroon leather case, by Spink & Son, the five pounds with lustre on obverse but edge bruise on reverse at 7 o'clock, the silver deeply toned, all good extremely fine; with a currency sixpence, second type (S.3929), extremely fine (12) £2750-3250
1217. **Victoria**, proof five pounds, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., B.P. in exergue, *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3864), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64 Deep Cameo

£42,500-47,500

Rare so highly graded.


£1150-1250

**British Coins**
1219. G **Victoria**, two pounds, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3865), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63
£1250-1500

1220. G **Victoria**, two pounds, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3865), slightly scuffed and marked, good very fine
£650-750

1221. G **Victoria**, currency set, 1887, two pounds to silver threepence, Golden Jubilee, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. various, in fitted case for the 11-coin set, very fine to extremely fine (10)
£1200-1400

1222. G **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. crowned garnished shield (S.3870), light red tone, almost extremely fine
£180-220

1223. G **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1892, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., no JEB on truncation, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3869), nearly extremely fine
£140-180

BRITISH COINS
1224. G Victoria, proof five pounds, 1893, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3872), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65 Deep Cameo

£67,500-72,500

A superb piece.

1225. G Victoria, five pounds, 1893, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3872), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63

£6000-7000

BRITISH COINS
1226. Victoria, proof two pounds, 1893, milled edge, as issued in sets, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3873; W&R.294), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 Ultra Cameo
£3500-4500

1227. Victoria, crown, 1844, cinquefoil edge stops, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3882; ESC.281; Bull 2562), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61
£2000-2500

1228. Victoria, crown, 1845, cinquefoil edge stops, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3882; ESC.282; Bull 2564), about mint state with much brilliance
£2500-3000

1229. Victoria, proof crown, 1847, UNDECIMO, ‘Gothic’ bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288; Bull 2571), light golden tone, one or two trivial hairlines, otherwise superb as struck
£4750-5250

1230. Victoria, proof crown, 1847, UNDECIMO, ‘Gothic’ bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288; Bull 2571), extremely fine
£1500-1800

1231. Victoria, proof crown, 1847, UNDECIMO, ‘Gothic’ bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288; Bull 2571), the slightest of handling marks, extremely fine
£1000-1200
crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.291B; Bull 2578), *lightly toned, certified and graded* as Proof 60, very rare
£4000-6000
In the cataloguers opinion the coin has been vastly undergraded.

1233. **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1840, young head l., *rev*. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3887; ESC.673; Bull 2715), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62*
£400-500

1234. **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1844, young head l., *rev*. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3888; ESC.677),
*light attractive tone with prooflike brilliance, choice virtually mint state*
£1200-1500

1235. **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1845, young head l., *rev*. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3888; ESC.679),
*light golden tone with underlying brilliance, almost mint state, choice*
£1000-1200

1236. **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1849, large date, young head l., *rev*. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3888; ESC.682A; Bull 2730), *pleasing overall light tone, choice extremely fine*
£650-750

1237. **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1849, large date, young head l., *rev*. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3888; ESC.682A; Bull 2730), *certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, Cleaned*
£200-300

**British Coins**
1238. **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1850, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3888; ESC.684; Bull ???), underlying mint brilliance, choice good extremely fine or better £800-900

1239. **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1884, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3889; ESC.712; Bull 2764), extremely fine £250-300

1240. **Victoria**, shilling, 1852, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3904), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 66 £350-450

1241. **Victoria**, proof sixpence, 1839, young head l., rev. value within wreath, plain edge (S.3908; ESC.1685; Bull 3171), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 62 £500-600

1242. **Victoria**, sixpence, 1851, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3908), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 65 £250-300

1243. **Victoria**, sixpence, 1878, die no. 6, young head l., legend reads DRITANNIAR in error, rev. value within wreath (S.3910; ESC.1735; Bull 3236 [R]), extremely fine or better, the finest we have seen £550-650

1244. **Victoria**, sixpences (2): 1879, no die number; 1881, milled edge removed, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3911/12), the first an early strike, prooflike, good extremely fine, the second good very fine (2) £260-280

*ex Wander collection

1245. **Victoria**, crown, 1888, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3921), many contact marks, good very fine, florin, 1893, veiled bust l., rev. crowned shields within Garter (S.3939), extremely fine; with a George V, florin, 1912 (S.4012), very fine (3) £80-100

1246. **Victoria**, Maundy sets (2): 1890, Jubilee head, lacks penny (S.3932), in rectangular red leather case, extremely fine; 1893, veiled head (S.3943), in rectangular black case, deeply toned, corrosion marks to obverse of threepence, nearly extremely fine; with an empty rectangular red leather case for an 1897 set (7) £120-160

**British Coins**
1247. **Victoria**, crown, 1893, LVI, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.303; Bull 2593), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63

£250-350

1248. **Victoria**, crown, 1893, LVI, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.303; Bull 2593), fields attractively toned, prooflike, choice virtually mint state

£300-400

1249. **Victoria**, proof halfcrown, 1893, veiled bust l., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3938; ESC.727; Bull 2779), one or two very minor edge knocks on obverse, almost mint state

£500-550

1250. **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1893, veiled bust l., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3938; ESC.726; Bull 2778), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64

£80-100

1251. **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1893, veiled bust l., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3938; ESC.726; Bull 2778), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63+

£80-100

1252. **Victoria**, proof florin, 1893, as issued in sets, edge milled, veiled bust l., rev. crowned shields within Garter (S.3939; ESC.877; Bull 2693), richly toned, certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 66

£550-650

Very choice.

1253. **Victoria**, florin, 1893, veiled bust l., rev. crowned shields within Garter (S.3939; ESC.876; Bull 2962), attractively toned, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63+

£125-175
1254. **Victoria**, florin, 1893, veiled bust l., *rev.* crowned shields within Garter (S.3939; ESC.876; Bull 2962), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 64

£80-100

1255. **Victoria**, pattern sixpence, 1887, in silvered brass, by J. Rochelle Thomas for Spink & Son, veiled bust three-quarters l., wearing small crown, signed JRT on truncation, *rev.* SIX PENCE above royal arms with supporters, date in Roman numerals below, without SPINK & SON below date (ESC.1784 var.; Bull 3314 var.), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 61, very rare

£500-600

Joseph Rochelle Thomas (1866-1938), London antique dealer.

1256. **Victoria**, Maundy sets (2): 1898; 1899 (S.3943), both in rectangular black leather cases, the first mint state, the second nearly so, but edge nick to threepence (8)

£160-200

1257. **Victoria**, copper penny, 1848/6 check, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3948), contact marks, otherwise about extremely fine with some original lustre

£200-300

1258. **Victoria**, copper farthing, 1844, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r. with shield and trident, die flaw by right arm (S.3950; P.1565, reverse A), good very fine, rare

£200-250

1259. **Victoria**, bronze penny, 1871, young bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident, dies 6 + G (S.3954; P.1687; F.61 [R²]), nearly extremely fine

£350-400

BRITISH COINS
1260. **Victoria**, bronze penny, 1875H, Heaton mint, young bust l., rev. Britannia std. r. with shield and trident, dies 8 + J (S.3955; P.1705; F.85), a little discoloured on obverse, good very fine to about extremely fine, rare £500-600

1261. **Victoria**, bronze halfpenny, 1871, young bust l., rev. Britannia std. r. with shield and trident, dies 7 + G (S.3956; P.1797; F.308), light marks on obverse, nearly extremely fine, scarce £150-200

1262. **Victoria**, unofficial pattern halfpenny, 1887, crowned and veiled bust l., rev. cruciform shields with national flowers in angles (Freeman 924 [R19]), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 66 £1800-2200

Excessively rare and believed unique.

A small group of Victorian pattern decimal coins

1263. **Victoria**, Official Pattern Decimal Coinage, bronze penny – 1/10 shilling, 1857, by the Royal Mint, diademed head l., legend in broad border around, rev. Britannia seated facing r., legend in broad border around (P.1968; F.674 [R18]), a bright lustrous example, certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 Red Brown, very rare £700-900

Peck [BMC] believes this pattern, and those in the following seven lots, to be the work of James Wyon (1804-1868), a cousin of Leonard Charles Wyon, the then Chief Engraver. Michael Freeman devised a system of rarity up to R20 where the coin is considered to be unique.

1264. **Victoria**, Official Pattern Decimal Coinage, bronze five farthings – 10 centimes, 1857, by the Royal Mint, diademed head l., legend in broad border around, rev. Britannia seated facing r., legend in broad border around (P.1971; F.681 [R18]), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 Brown, very rare £800-1000
1265. **Victoria**, Official Pattern Decimal Coinage, bronze halfpenny – 5 centimes, 1857, by the Royal Mint, laureate head l., legend in broad border around, *rev*. Britannia seated facing r., legend in broad border around (P.1977; Fr. 682 [R18]), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Brown, very rare £600-800

1266. **Victoria**, Official Pattern Decimal Coinage, bronze farthing – 2 centimes, 1857, by the Royal Mint, laureate head l., legend in broad border around, *rev*. Britannia seated facing r., legend in broad border around (P.1978; F.683 [R18]), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 Brown, very rare £500-700

1267. **Victoria**, Official Pattern Decimal Coinage, bronze half-farthing – 1 centime, 1857, by the Royal Mint, head l., hair tied back with double fillet, legend in broad border around, *rev*. Britannia seated facing r., legend in broad border around (P.1979; F.684 [R18]), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 Brown, extremely rare £600-800


1269. **Victoria**, Official Pattern Decimal Coinage, cupro-nickel penny, 1859, by the Royal Mint, diademed head l., legend and date (small numerals) in border around, *rev*. Britannia seated facing r., neat oak wreath in border around (P.2007; F.713 [R20]), a choice example, certified and graded by NGC as Proof 62, exceedingly rare £1000-1500

1270. **Victoria**, Official Pattern Decimal Coinage, cupro-nickel 2 pence, 1859, by the Royal Mint, on small thick flan, imperial crown, legend around, *rev*. value and date, 2 in centre, PENCE above, 1859 below, plain edge (P.2032; F.740 [R21]), a choice example, certified and graded by NGC as Proof 62, exceedingly rare £1250-1500
1271. **Edward VII**, matt proof set, 1902, sovereign to Maundy penny, bare head r., *rev.* various (S.PS.10; KM.PS16), in red leather case of issue, *slight unevenness to tone on silver, mint state* (11) £1500-1700

1272. **Edward VII**, matt proof set, 1902, sovereign to Maundy penny, bare head r., *rev.* various (S.PS10; KM.PS16), in card case of issue, *slight unevenness to tone on silver, mint state* (11) £1400-1600

It is worth noting that, when issued, the coins were despatched in the card case - the familiar leather cases were an additional cost.

1273. **Edward VII**, half sovereign, 1904P, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and dragon, P above date, no BP in exergue (S.3976A), certified and graded by PCGS as Extremely Fine 45, rare £200-300

1274. **Edward VII**, half sovereign, 1907M, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, M above date (S.3975; Fr.36; Marsh 515; KM.14), certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 58, elusive so fine £1250-1750

1275. **Edward VII**, half sovereign, 1908M, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, M above date (S.3975; Fr.36; Marsh 516; KM.14), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64, elusive so fine £1000-1500

1276. **Edward VII**, half sovereign, 1909M, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, M above date (S.3975; Fr.36; Marsh 5517; KM 14), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £900-1200
1277. **Edward VII & George V**, half sovereigns (2): 1910; 1913, bare head r./l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3974B; 4006), very fine and extremely fine (2) £220-250

1278. **Edward VII**, matt proof crown, 1902, as issued in sets, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, edge DECUS ET TUTAMEN ANNO REGNI II (S.3979; ESC.362; Bull 3562), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Matte £450-550

1279. **Edward VII**, crown, 1902, low 2 in date, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, edge DECUS ET TUTAMEN ANNO REGNI II (S.3979; ESC.361; Bull 3560), certified and graded by CGS UK as 75 £350-450

1280. **Edward VII**, halfcrown, 1904, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3980; ESC.749; Bull 3570), light silvery grey toning, exceptionally well preserved, the third rarest halfcrown of this reign (mintage of just 709,652), one of the finest pieces known, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 £2000-2500

*ex. Cheshire Collection, Goldberg Auction, June 2005 (lot 3188)*

1281. **Edward VII**, halfcrown, 1907, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3980; ESC.752; Bull 3573), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63, choice £550-600

1282. **Edward VII**, halfcrown, 1909, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3980; ESC.754; Bull 3575), about uncirculated £450-500

1283. **Edward VII**, halfcrown, 1910, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3980; ESC.755; Bull 3576), brilliant, almost uncirculated, choice £450-500

**British Coins**
1284. **Edward VII**, halfcrown, 1910, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3980; ESC.755; Bull 3576), *obverse extremely fine with light mottled tone, reverse better* £250-300

1285. **Edward VII**, florin, 1903, bare head r., rev. standing Britannia with trident and shield (S.3981; ESC.921; Bull 3579), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61* £170-240

1286. **Edward VII**, florin, 1904, bare head r., rev. Britannia standing (S.3981; ESC.922; Bull 3580), *about extremely fine or better* £180-220

1287. **Edward VII**, florin, 1905, bare head r., rev. Britannia standing (S.3981; ESC.923 [R2]; Bull 3581), *very fine, the rarest date* £220-260

1288. **Edward VII**, matt proof shilling, 1902, as issued in sets, bare head r., rev. lion on crown (S.3982; ESC.1411; Bull 3588), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Matte* £80-120

1289. **Edward VII**, shilling, 1904, bare head r., rev. lion on crown (S.3982; ESC.3590; Bull 1413), *extremely fine* £100-150

1290. **Edward VII**, shilling, 1905, bare head r., rev. lion on crown (S.3982; ESC.1414 [R2]; Bull 3591), *an attractive high grade coin, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, among the finest seen, the key to this short series* £1800-2200

*ex Cheshire Collection, Goldberg Auction, June 2005

1291. **Edward VII**, shilling, 1905, bare head r., rev. lion on crown (S.3982; ESC.1414 [R²], Bull 3591), *an evenly toned coin, certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63* £1800-2200
Edward VII, shilling, 1905, bare head r., rev. lion on crown (S.3982; ESC.1414; Bull 3591 [R²]), good very fine £200-250

Edward VII, shilling, 1910, bare head r., rev. lion on crown (S.3982; ESC.1419; Bull 3596), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63; matt proof sixpence, 1902, as issued in sets, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (S.3983; ESC.1786; Bull 3598), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 63 Matte (2) £100-120

Edward VII, Maundy set, 1902, bare head r., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3985), all certified and graded by NGC, the threepence as Mint State 66, the others as Mint State 65 (4) £200-300

Edward VII, Maundy set, 1902, bare head r., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3985), in square red leather fitted case (lid detached), the lid decorated in gilt (on diagonal) with Royal arms and MAUNDY MONEY 1902, seemingly struck from the proof coin dies showing a distinct matt surface, good extremely fine and rare (4) £150-200

Edward VII, Maundy set, 1902, bare head r., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3985), in rectangular red leather fitted case, date 1902 in gilt, threepence replaced with currency coin, this very fine, others extremely fine, all dark tone (4) £80-100

Edward VII, Maundy set, 1903, bare head r., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3985), each certified and graded separately by PCGS as Proof-Like 66 (2), Proof-Like 66+ and Proof-Like 67+ (4) £180-200

Edward VII, Maundy set, 1906, bare head r., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3985), rich iridescent tone, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 66 (4) £200-300

Edward VII, Maundy set, 1910, bare head r., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3985), all certified and graded by NGC, the fourpence and threepence as Mint State 66, the others as Mint State 64, a rare date and the last year of issue (4) £250-300

Edward VII, Maundy oddments: fourpence, twopence and penny, 1905; fourpence and penny, 1908, in octagonal case for set; 1909, fourpence, mostly extremely fine; with empty Royal Mint cases (2) for Elizabeth II sets (6 coins) £70-100
1302. **Edward VII**, penny, 1902, bare head r., *rev.* Britannia seated r., with shield and trident, low tide variety, dies 1 + A (S.3990; F.156), virtually mint state with much original colour and lustre £100-150

1303. **Edward VII**, penny, 1902, normal bronze issue but ‘plated’, *better than very fine*; halfpenny, 1907, an unofficial striking on cupro-nickel (?) flan, *the reverse weak, about very fine*; interesting curiosities (2) £70-100

The first probably dipped in silver nitrate in order to be passed as an halfcrown; the second probably made to be passed as a shilling.

1304. **Edward VII**, penny, 1909, dot after the N in ONE, bare head r., *rev.* Britannia seated r., with trident and shield (S.3990; Fr.168A), *a rare variety, a coin from circulation, minor ‘digs’ on king’s face, certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine Damaged*

£200-300

1305. **Edward VII**, third farthing, 1902, bare head r., *rev.* value within crowned open wreath, *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 67 Brown*

£200-300

The highest graded.

1306. *George V*, proof five pounds, 1911, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3994; W&R.414), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65*

£22,500-27,500

**British Coins**
1307. George V, proof five pounds, 1911, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3994), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63+ Cameo

1308. George V, proof two pounds, 1911, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3995), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64

British Coins
1309.  **George V**, pattern crown, 1910, by A. G. Wyon, bare head l., *rev.* St. George spearing the dragon (ESC 389; Bull 3670 [R5]), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64*, very rare £40,000-45,500
1310. **George V**, pattern double florin, 1911, by Reginald Huth, struck by Messrs John Pinches in silver, draped bust l., rev. BRITANIRVM REX, crowned cruciform shields of England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland, star bearing triskeles of the Isle of Man in centre, with rose, thistle, leek and shamrock in the angles, plain edge (ESC.401; Bull 3678 [R6]; L&S.19), *almost extremely fine* £1300-1500

1311. **George V**, matt proof halfcrown, 1911, bare head l., rev. crowned shield within Garter (S.4011; cf. ESC.758; cf. Bull 3710), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 61 Matte, extremely rare* £2500-3500

A great rarity, in 1997 Baldwin's sold a Matte Proof £2 of 1911. In the Royal Mint collection there is a sovereign, half crown, florin and sixpence. This half crown is the only known specimen in private hands.

1312. **George V**, shilling, 1913, bare head l., rev. lion on crown (S.4013; ESC.1423; Bull 3802), *extremely fine* £80-120

1313. **George V**, penny, 1919H, Heaton mint, bare head l., rev. Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.4052; P.2256; F.186), *about uncirculated with original colour and lustre* £400-450

1314. **George V**, penny, 1919KN, bare head l., rev. Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.4053; P.2257; F.187), *good very fine* £300-350
1315. **George V**, pattern octorino (8 pence), 1913, by Huth, struck in copper, dr. bust l., rev. crowned shields of arms in cruciform, emblems of the United Kingdom in angles, that of the Isle of Man in centre (ESC.1482A; Bull 3869), *superb as struck, extremely rare* £1200-1500

1316. **George V**, proof crown, 1927, bare head l., rev. large crown within wreath (S.4036; ESC.367; Bull ???), *FDC* £275-325

1317. **George V**, crown, 1928, bare head l., rev. large crown within wreath (S.4036; ESC.368; Bull 3633), *extremely fine* £150-200

1318. **George V**, crown, 1933, bare head l., rev. large crown within wreath (S.4036), *good very fine* £160-180


1320. **George V**, halfcrown, 1930; florin, 1932, bare head l., rev. shield of arms/crowned cruciform shields (S.4037, 4038; ESC.779, 952; Bull 3739 [R'], 3789 [R]), *the first very fine, reverse better, the second fine, both rare dates* (2) £30-40


**British Coins**
By far the rarest date of the series.

1323. **Elizabeth II**, proof gold five pounds (crown), 2009, UK countdown to 2012 Olympic Games, head r., wearing tiara, *rev.* two swimmers in centre, a section of a clock face to r. and the London 2012 logo printed in blue to l., issued by the Royal Mint, 22 ct., wt. 39.94gms. (S.4920), with certificate, *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 69 Ultra Cameo*.

1324. **G**

**Elizabeth II**, proof gold two pounds, 1995, 50th Anniversary of the End of World War II, issued by the Royal Mint, 22ct., wt. 15.98gms. (S.K5), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, *FDC*.

1325. **Elizabeth II**, proof gold sovereign three-coin collection, 1999, two pounds to half sovereign, issued by the Royal Mint, 22ct., total wt. 27.95gms. (S.PGS31), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, *FDC (3)*.

1326. **Elizabeth II**, gold proof sovereign three-coin collection, 2014, sovereign to quarter sovereign, head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.PGS73), in fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, *FDC (3)*.

1327. **Elizabeth II**, gold proof sovereign three-coin collection, 2015, sovereign to quarter sovereign, head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.PGS75), in fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, *FDC (3)*.

1328. **Elizabeth II**, gold proof sovereign three-coin collection, 2016, sovereign to quarter sovereign, head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.PGS80), in fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, *FDC (3)*.

**British Coins**
1329. **Elizabeth II**, gold proof sovereign three-coin collection, 2017, sovereign to quarter sovereign, head r., rev. Pitsruci's St. George and the dragon (S.PGS83), in fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, FDC (3) 1000 sets issued. £1000-1250

1330. **Elizabeth II**, proof half sovereigns (3): 1982 (2); 1983, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SB1), in fitted case, with Royal Mint certificate, all FDC (3) £400-500

1331. **Elizabeth II**, proof 25 pounds, 2017, Queen’s Beasts, head r., wearing tiara, rev. lion holding royal shield of arms (S.QCF1), in Royal Mint fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, FDC £350-450

1332. **Elizabeth II**, proof 25 pounds, 2017, Queen’s Beasts, head r., wearing tiara, rev. rearing unicorn holding shield of arms (S.QCF2), in Royal Mint fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, FDC £350-450

1333. **Elizabeth II**, proof gold 50 pence, 2019 (5), Celebrating 50 Years of the 50p, British Military Set, head r., wearing tiara, revs. Battle of Britain; D-Day Landings; Victoria Cross; Heroic Acts; Battle of Hastings, 22ct., total wt. 77.50gms., in Royal Mint fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, FDC (5) £3000-3500

75 sets sold and quite rare.

1334. **Elizabeth II**, two new pence, 1980, struck in copper-nickel, as normal coinage with bust r., by Arnold Machin, rev. NEW PENCE, value below plumes (cf. S.C1), extremely fine and very rare £80-120

Sold with a letter (21.02.2018) from the Royal Mint, stating that ‘an error in production whereby a cupro-nickel blank, most probably originally intended for one of the many overseas coinages … appears to have been struck between 2p dies’.

1335. **Elizabeth II**, new penny, 1977, struck in copper-nickel, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. crowned portcullis (cf. S.B1), light scratches before bust, otherwise about extremely fine, reverse better £100-120

**BRITISH COINS**
SOVEREIGNS

1336. G George IV, sovereign, 1821, laur. head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3800), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61

1337. G George IV, sovereign, 1821, laur. head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3800), very fine

1338. G George IV, sovereign, 1822, laur. head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3800), very fine

1339. G George IV, sovereign, 1823, laur. head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3800), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 40, a very rare date

1340. G George IV, sovereign, 1826, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), about extremely fine with brilliance

1341. G George IV, sovereign, 1826, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), good very fine

1342. G George IV, sovereign, 1830, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62

1343. G William IV, sovereign, 1832, first bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 45, rare

1344. G William IV, sovereign, 1832, second bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), good very fine

BRITISH COINS
1345. **William IV**, sovereign, 1837, second bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), the gold with a hint of redness, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62

£2250-2750

1346. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1839, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61, rare

£3750-4750

1347. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1842, closed 2 in date, young head l., un-barred As in GRATIA, rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), very fine

£350-450

1348. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1845, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), good fine

£220-250

1349. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1862, wide date, second larger head left, WW incuse on truncation, rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63

£500-600

1350. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1863, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), light marks in obverse field, extremely fine

£220-250

1351. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1871, die no. 28, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853B), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64+

£650-750

1352. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1879S, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, S below (S.3855), good very fine

£220-250
1353. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1881M, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, M below (S.3854A), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, scarce in this grade £1000-1500

1354. **Victoria & George V**, sovereigns (4): 1885S; 1886M; 1900; 1918I (S.3855, 3857C, 3874, 3998); half sovereign, 1867, die no. 1 (S.3860), scored on truncation; Saudi Arabia, guinea, AH.1370 (KM.X21), the 1900 very fine, the others about extremely fine, the 1918I scarce (6) £1500-1600

1355. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1872, young head l., WW buried in narrow truncation, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3856A), good very fine £220-250

1356. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1884M, second young head l., WW complete on broad truncation, rev. St. George and dragon, horse with short tail, small BP in exergue, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3857C), a few light bagmarks, uncirculated £300-350

1357. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1884S, young head l., S below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3858E), good very fine, reverse better £220-250

1358. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3866), small scratch before horse’s head, good very fine £250-300

1359. **Victoria**, proof sovereign, 1887S, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., small spread JEB, rev. St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.3868A), has been lightly polished, a light scratch in hair and a few light rim nicks on reverse, otherwise about extremely fine, extremely rare £2000-2500

*ex Bentley Collection, Lot 694, ex Sotheby’s, November 2000, Lot 525 (Part).

1361. **Victoria**, sovereigns (2): 1893M; 1901, veiled bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3875, 3874), the first with edge nick at 7 o’clock on reverse, both very fine or better (2) £450-500

1362. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1894S, veiled bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.3877), certified and graded by CGS UK as Extremely Fine 70 £220-250


From the wreck of the P & O liner *S.S. Egypt*, recovered in 1932.
The *S.S. Egypt* was built in Greenock and launched in 1897. She had served as a hospital ship during the Great War. On 19 May 1922 she sailed from Tilbury, carrying only 44 passengers but a cargo of gold and silver bullion and gold sovereigns worth over £1 million (upwards of £200 million today). Engulfed in thick fog, she was rammed by a French ice-breaker, the *Seine*, and sank in less than 20 minutes with the loss of 86 of the 352 people on board. The *Egypt*’s wreck was found in 1930, lying upright in 70 fathoms. The present coin was recovered by the Italian salvage steamer *Antiglio* in June 1932. The salvage continued until 1935 by which time 98% of the contents of the strong room had been recovered.
Sir Percy Graham MacKinnon (1872 – 1956), five times Chairman of Lloyds.

1364. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1897M, veiled bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, M above date (S.3875), practically mint state £220-250

1365. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1899M, veiled bust l., *rev.* St George and dragon (S.3875), lightly scuffed, very fine £250-300

1366. **Edward VII**, sovereigns (2): 1906; 1906P, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3969, 3972), extremely fine and very fine (2) £450-500

1367. **Edward VII**, sovereign, 1907S, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.3973), light mark in front of king’s nose, extremely fine or better £220-250

**BRITISH COINS**
1368. **Edward VII**, sovereign, 1910S, bare head r., **rev.** St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.3973; Fr. 32; Marsh 212; KM 15), **certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64**, as fine as could be located £400-500

Bt. Northeast Numismatics Inc.

1369. **George V**, sovereigns (2): 1911; 1928SA, bare head l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3996, 4004), **both extremely fine or better** (2) £450-500

1370. **George V**, sovereign; half sovereign, 1913, bare head l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3996, 4006), in Royal Mint fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, **extremely fine** (2) £300-400

1371. **George V**, sovereigns (3): 1913; 1914; 1915, bare head l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3996), the latter with Royal Mint certificate of authenticity, sold in two presentation boxes, **all extremely fine or better** (3) £750-850

1372. **George V**, sovereign, 1925; half sovereign, 1915, End of an Era, bare head l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3996, 4006), in Royal Mint fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, **extremely fine** (2) £300-400

1373. **Elizabeth II**, sovereign, 2012, The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, diademed head r., **rev.** St. George on horseback attacking the dragon with a lance (S.SC8), in fitted box of issue, with certificate, **brilliant uncirculated** £240-280

1374. **Elizabeth II**, proof sovereign, 2013, The 2013 Sovereign Collection, head r., wearing tiara, **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.SC7), in Royal Mint fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, **FDC** £300-350

1375. **Elizabeth II**, sovereign, 2013, Queen’s Coronation, 60th Anniversary, head r., wearing tiara, **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.SC7), in Royal Mint fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, **brilliant mint state** £300-350

1376. **Elizabeth II**, proof sovereign, 2015, Fifth Portrait - First Edition, head r., wearing tiara, **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.SC7), in Royal Mint fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, **FDC** £300-350

1377. **Elizabeth II**, sovereign, 2017, 200th Anniversary of the Sovereign, head r., wearing tiara, **rev.** Pistrucci’s St. George and the dragon (S.SC7), in Royal Mint fitted case and box of issue, with certificate, **brilliant mint state** £500-600

**British Coins**
1378. **Scotland**, Charles I, third coinage (1637-1642), Briot's issue, thirty shillings, mm. B and flower/B and thistle, crowned figure of king on horseback, brandishing sword, rev. crowned, flat-topped, garnished Scottish shield of arms (S.5553), scratched on both sides, fine

With old ticket.

£60-80

1379. **Scotland**, Charles I, third coinage (1637-1642), Falconer's second issue, thirty shillings, crowned figure of king on horseback, rough ground below horse, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.5556), adjustment marks on reverse, fine

£60-70

1380. **Scotland**, Charles I, third coinage (1637-1642), Falconer's second issue, thirty shillings, crowned figure of king on horseback, rough ground below horse, rev. crowned shield of arms, F over crown (S.5556A), adjustment marks on reverse, good fine or better

£125-175

1381. **Scotland**, Charles I, third coinage (1637-1642), Falconer's second issue, thirty shillings, crowned figure of king on horseback, rough ground below horse, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.5557), small dig to left of shield on reverse, very fine

£125-175

With tickets from Patrick Finn and Silbury Coins.

1382. **Scotland**, Charles I, third coinage (1637-1642), Falconer's first issue, twelve shillings, type III, crowned bust l., rev. crowned shield of arms, F over crown (S.5560), good fine

£100-125

1383. **Scotland**, Charles I, third coinage (1637-1642), Falconer's first issue, twelve shillings, crowned bust l., mark of value to r., rev. crowned shield of arms, F over crown, wt.5.69 gms. (S.5560), slight dig in front of forehead, flan slightly bent, otherwise about fine

£100-125
1384. **Scotland**, Charles I, third coinage (1637-1642), Falconer’s first issue, twelve shillings, crowned bust l., mark of value to r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms, F over crown, wt. 5.81gms. ([S.5560]), **really good fine** £100-125

1385. **Scotland**, Charles I, third coinage (1637-1642), Falconer’s second issue, twelve shillings, type IV, crowned bust l., F after legend, *rev.* crowned shield of arms ([S.5561]), **good fine** £100-125
With old ticket.

1386. **Scotland**, Charles I, third coinage (1637-1642), Falconer’s second issue, crowned bust l., wholly inside legend, mark of value behind, *rev.* crowned shield of arms, F over crown, wt. 5.85gms. ([S.5562]), **about very fine** £100-125

1387. **Scotland**, Charles I, third coinage (1637-1642), twelve shillings, type IV, crowned bust l., bust wholly within inner circle, *rev.* crowned shield of arms, F over crown ([S.5563]), **nearly very fine, scarce** £100-125
With old tickets.

---

**IRISH COINS**

1388. **Hiberno-Norse**, Phase III, Long Cross and Hand Coinage (c.1035-1060), bust l., *rev.* long cross, hands and pellets in angles, wt. 0.79gms. ([S.6132A]), **very slightly creased, good extremely fine** £2000-2500

1389. **Hiberno-Norse**, Phase III, Long Cross and Hand Coinage (c.1035-1060), bust l., circle to l., *rev.* long cross, hands in two angles, wt. 0.79gms. ([S.6132A]), **good very fine** £650-750
1390. **Ireland**, Civil War Coinage, ‘gunmoney’ halfcrown, large size, Oct 1689, laur. head l., rev. crown over sceptres dividing JR, XXX above, month of issue below (S.6579E), surfaces a little pitted, otherwise nearly extremely fine £100-125

1391. **Ireland**, James II, Civil War Coinage, ‘gunmoney’ shilling, large size, Aug 1689; sixpences, 1689 (2), July; Dec (this on thick tin flan), laur. bust l., rev. crown over crossed sceptres dividing JR, value above, month of issue below (S.6581D), the first and second about extremely fine, the last good fine (3) £100-125

1392. **Ireland**, George II - George IV, farthing, 1723; 10 pence bank token, 1813; halfpenny, 1805; farthings, 1806 (2), the first fair, the others fine to good fine (6) £40-50

1393. **Ireland**, George III, Soho Mint coinage, restrike proof farthing, 1806, plain edge, struck in gold, laur. and dr. bust r., rev. crowned harp (S.6622; D&F.607), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 60, excessively rare £6000-8000

Believed to be from descendants of the Boulton family.

The Irish 1806 1/4d in gold is exceptionally rare. This is the only specimen we have seen.

For an English example struck in gold, please see lot 1191

**BRITISH ISLANDS**

1394. **Isle of Man**, James Murray, 2nd Duke of Atholl, copper penny, 1758, DA monogram, coronet above, rev. triskelion (S.7411; Q.21), very fine £80-120

1395. **Isle of Man**, George III, copper halfpenny, laur. bust r., rev. triskelion, edge grained left (S.7414; KM.8), extremely fine £100-140
1396. **Isle of Man**, Elizabeth II, proof pound, 1980, in platinum, diademed bust r., rev. triskeles over representation of the island (KM.44b), in case of issue, with certificate, *as struck* £180-200

1397. **Lundy Island**, Martin Coles Harman, bronze puffins (4) and half puffins (2), 1929, bust l., rev. standing puffin or half-length puffin, lettered edge (S.7850-1; KM.Tn.1-2; Sweeney p. 182), *some marks but generally extremely fine to uncirculated* (6) £80-120

The coins were minted by Ralph Heaton & Sons, Birmingham. 50,000 of each penny- and halfpenny size tokens were struck at the cost of £50/9 per 1000 for the larger and £26/6 for the smaller. The fee for preparing the design and sinking the dies was £100. Harman was immediately prosecuted for issuing illegal coinage, found guilty and fined £5 with fifteen guineas expenses. Harman's son, John Pennington Harman was awarded a posthumous Victoria Cross at the Battle of Kohima in 1944.

**FOREIGN COINS**

1398. **Afghanistan**, Durrani Rulers, Ahmad Shah (1160-1186h/1747-1772), gold mohur, Dar al-Sastinat Lahawer (Lahore), regnal year 10, wt. 10.91gms. (KM.626 – date not recorded in KM.), *dig in reverse field, minor tests on edge, very fine* £350-400

1399. **Afghanistan**, Durrani Rulers, Ahmad Shah, gold mohur, Mashhad, date off flan, wt. 10.99gms. (KM.369), *several edge tests, very fine* £350-400

1400. **Afghanistan**, Durrani Rulers, Taymur Shah (1170-1186h/1757-1772), gold mohur, Ahmadshabi/Qandahur, date off flan, wt. 10.88gms. (KM.125), *two edge tests, good very fine* £350-400

1401. **Afghanistan**, Durrani Rulers, Sher Ali, second reign (1285-1296h/1868-1879), gold mohur, Kabul 1188h, wt. 10.98gms. (KM.525), *about extremely fine* £500-600
1402. **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1866, Sydney mint, laur. head l., *rev. AUSTRALIA within wreath, crown above* (KM.4; Fr.10), *tiny mark on cheek, otherwise extremely fine* £400-500

1403. **Australia**, George V, florin, 1913, crowned bust l., *rev. shield of arms with supporters* (KM.27), *a few marks in obverse field, otherwise about extremely fine* £250-300


1405. **Australia**, Elizabeth II, proof twenty five dollars, 2013, Perth Mint, 60th Anniversary of the Queen’s Coronation, diademed head r., *rev. crowned and robed half-length figure r., holding sceptre* (KM.1928), in case and box of issue, with certificates, *FDC* £280-320

1406. **Austria**, Olmütz, Karl III Josef Herzog v. Lothringen, thaler, 1706, bust r., *rev. crowned oval arms on cross supported on either side by eagles* (KM.378; Dav.1211), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* £400-500

1407. **Austria**, Salzburg, Johann Jakob Khuen von Belasi, 2 ducats, 1568, crowned shield, royal emblems above, date split by shield, *rev. crowned double-headed eagle* (Fr.634), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63, a beautiful specimen gleaming with lustre, well struck, centred dies, unusually sharp and full rims, among the finest known* £2000-3000
1408. **Bolivia**, Philip III (1598-1621), cob 2 reales, Potosi, undated, shield, rev. arms (Cayon type 57), clear mint letter P and PVS III of legend, small piercing, fine; Mexico, cob 4-reales, 16 - (c. 1639), assayer P, shield, rev. arms (Cayon type 91), fine (2) £80-120

1409. **Brazil**, Joao V, 400 reis, 1734R, Rio, laur. head r., rev. crown over date (KM.152; Fr.60), a delightful small coin, certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55 £200-300

1410. **British Honduras**, Edward VII, silver 50 cents (3): 1906; 1907 (2), crowned bust r., rev. value within circle, date below (KM.13; Pr.8-9), all certified and graded respectively as PCGS About Uncirculated 53, NGC as About Uncirculated 50 and NGC as About Uncirculated Details (3) £350-450

1411. **British Honduras**, Edward VII, cent, 1904, crowned bust r., rev. value within circle, date below (KM.12; Pr. 52), about mint state £80-100

1412. **British North Borneo**, Victoria, half cent, 1886H, Heaton mint, value within wreath, rev. national arms with supporters (KM.1), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 Red Brown £120-150
1413. **British West Africa**, Edward VII, pattern or specimen cupro-nickel penny, 1906, struck by the Royal Mint, as the type adopted for 1907, crown over central piercing and **ONE PENNY**, rev. star, **NIGERIA – BRITISH WEST AFRICA**, wt. 11.3gms. (KM.Pn2; FT.24; See Diana Sale lot 1363 for second piece known, circulated at £2800), a gem of a coin, struck on a thick flan and, perhaps, second known example, certified and graded by NGC as Specimen 63, exceedingly rare £3000-4000
*ex. David Vice Collection, Heritage Signature Auction 10 January 2016 (lot 37112)*

The Diana catalogue stated that only a single other specimen was known – in the British Museum. The Heritage catalogue quoted David Vice, ‘the nicest example in private hands’.

1414. **British West Africa**, Edward VII, a possible pattern 1/10 penny, undated (1907-1910), a mule of two obverses, struck in brass by the Royal Mint, crown over central piercing and **ONE TENTH OF A PENNY** (type as KM.1 or 3), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, believed unique £900-1200
*ex. David Vice Collection, Heritage Auction 3039 (lot 37122)*

1415. **Canada**, Newfoundland, Victoria, 50 cents, 1870, laur. head l., rev. value and date within ornamental border (KM.6), very fine £100-150

1416. **Canada**, Edward VII, 50 cents, 1903H, crowned bust r., rev. crowned value and date within maple leaf wreath (KM.12), certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 58, this grade and the lack of other dates in this denomination are indicative of how difficult it is to locate high-grade examples £500-600

1417. **Canada**, Edward VII, 50 cents, 1904, crowned bust r., rev. value and date within wreath (KM.12), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58 £300-400
1418. **Canada**, Edward VII, cents, 1903 (2), crowned bust r., rev. value and date within leafed border (KM.8), both certified and graded, one by PCGS as Mint State 65 Red, the other by ICCS as Mint State 65 ‘Red’ (2) £400-500

*First coin ex Mrs Emery May Norweb Collection.

International Coin Certification Service, coin sealed in double plastic envelopes.

1419. **Canada**, Edward VII, cents, 1907 (2), crowned bust r., rev. value and date within leafed border (KM.8), both certified and graded, one by ICCS as Mint State 65 ‘Red’, the other by PCGS as Mint State 65 Red Brown, both rare (2) £750-850

*Second ex Heritage Auction 3010 (lot 22190)

1420. **Canada**, Newfoundland, Edward VII, 50 cents, 1907, crowned bust r., rev. value and date, within border around, NEWFOUNDLAND (KM 11), certified and graded by ICCS as Mint State 63, scarcest date of the series £500-600

International Coin Certification Service, coin sealed in double plastic envelopes.

1421. **Canada**, Newfoundland, Edward VII, cents (2), 1907, crowned bust r., rev. crown and date in centre, in border around, ONE CENT - NEWFOUNDLAND (KM 9), both certified and graded, by ICCS and by PCGS as Mint State 64, the first ‘Red’, the second Red Brown (2) £600-800

*first ex. Heritage Auction 231318 (lot 60072); second ex Canadian Coinoisseur Collection, Torex Auction, 22-23 February 2008, lot 955

International Coin Certification Service, coin sealed in double plastic envelopes.

1422. **Canada**, George V, five dollars, 1913, crowned bust l., rev. shield of arms within wreath of maple leaves (KM.26; Fr.4), extremely fine £275-325
1423. **Canada**, Elizabeth II, 50 dollars, 2016, in platinum, dr. bust r., rev. maple leaf, un circulated

£700-800

1424. **Ceylon**, Edward VII, matt proof set, 1903, comprising 50-, 25- and 10-cents, crowned bust r., rev. plant divides value (KM.99, 98, 97), matched dark tone, certified and graded by NGC, first and last as Proof 61, second as Proof 62, all Matte, extremely rare as a set (3)

£1250-1750

1425. **China**, Qing Dynasty, Ching Lung, Chai Ching, Dao Kwang, cash coin-sword, with multi-coin pommel and guard, tied with red cord, 18th-19th century, 50cms. long, very fine

£100-140

1426. **China**, Kuang-hsü, gold amulet, c. 1875-1908, in the form of a cash coin, the characters engraved, 22mm., wt. 3.02gms., pierced, very fine

£80-120

1427. **China**, Republic, Sun Yat-sen, dollar, year 21 (1932), bust l., rev. junk ship dividing value, rising sun on r., three birds flying above (KM.Y344; L&M.108; Kann 622), light scratch on cheek, about extremely fine

£2000-2500

1428. **China**, People’s Republic, 100 yuan, 2005, temple of Heaven, rev. panda and cub seated in bamboo (KM.1584), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 69

£500-600

1429. **China**, People’s Republic, 100 yuan, 2010, temple of Heaven, rev. two pandas (KM.1928), in box of issue, with certificate, mint state

£250-300
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Price Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1430</td>
<td><strong>Colombia</strong>, Republic of New Grenada, decimo de real [1/10 real], 1847, Liberty cap within rays, rev. value within floral wreath (KM.102), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 Brown</td>
<td>£80-120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1431</td>
<td><strong>Colombia</strong>, Republic of New Grenada, decimo de real [1/10 real], 1847, Liberty cap within rays, rev. value within floral wreath (KM.102), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61 Brown</td>
<td>£70-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1432</td>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong>, Harold Bluetooth Gormson (959-985), attributed to the Jelling or Hedeby mint silver half bracteates, cross type, wt. 0.31 gms. (Hauberg 2 var.), fine to very fine, rare</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433</td>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong>, Erik Emune (1134-37), pennig, Roskilde, REIC REX, crowned bust facing, rev. +VLFRIC, double crosses, wt. 0.86gm. (Hauberg 4), very fine</td>
<td>£100-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1434</td>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong>, Sven Estridsen (1047-1075), silver penny, Roskilde mint, voided cross with trefoil terminals within larger cross, rev. ‘Tapestry’ pattern with disjointed legend in two lines, wt. 1.11gms. (cf. Hauberg 36), good very fine</td>
<td>£100-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1435</td>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong>, Sven Estridsen (1047-1075), silver penny, Lund mint (Skåne, now Sweden), Christ, nimbate, seated facing on throne, raising hand in benediction and holding Gospels; floriate cross with trefoil ends with triple crescent ends, crescents in opposite quadrants, wt. 0.90gm. (Hauberg 6 var.), toned very fine</td>
<td>£100-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436</td>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong>, Sven Estridsen (1047-1075), silver penny, Lund mint (Skåne, now Sweden), Christ, nimbate, seated facing on throne, raising hand in benediction and holding Gospels; floriate cross with trefoil ends, wt. 0.87gm. (Hauberg 28), very fine</td>
<td>£100-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1437</td>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong>, Sven Estridsen (1047-1075), silver penny, Lund mint (Skåne, now Sweden), Christ enthroned, rev. voided long cross, each arm terminating in three crescents, retrograde legend, wt. 0.93 gms. (Hauberg 6), very fine</td>
<td>£100-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN COINS**
1438. **Denmark**, Sven Estridsen (1047-1075), silver penny, Lund mint (Skåne, now Sweden), Christ enthroned, rev., voided long cross, each arm terminating in three crescents, retrograde legend, 1.04 gms. (Hauberg 6), very fine £100-200

1439. **Denmark**, Sven Estridsen (1047-1075), silver penny, Lund mint (Skåne, now Sweden), angel standing r., handing banner to king standing l., voided long cross with triple crescent ends, crescents in all quarters, wt. 1.03 gm. (Hauberg 13), very fine £100-200
This intriguing coin is based upon an earlier issue of Sven’s with a reverse type of Christ seated facing on a throne (Hauberg 7). That coin was an assimilation of the types from a Byzantine gold coin (SB 1826 [Michael V]) of which only five examples are known. The Byzantine coin was issued by the emperor Michael IV from the mint of Thessalonica following, and in honour of, his successful campaign against the Bulgarians, who had revolted.

1440. **Denmark**, Christian X, 25 øre, 1914, crowned monogram, rev. value (KM.815.1), very fine, rare date £250-300

1441. **East Africa and Uganda Protectorates**, Edward VII, aluminium cents, 1907 (4), crown over central piercing, rev. crossed tusks and value (KM.5), variously certified and graded by NGC as Mint State, 63 (2); Mint State 62 and Uncirculated Surface Hairlines (4) £80-120

1442. **Egypt**, Abdul Hamid II (1876-1909), 10 piastres, AH.1293, year 34 (KM.282; Fr.21a.); Fuad 20 piastres, AH.1341/1923 (KM.339; Fr.30), both mint state; **Iran**, Ahmed (1909-1925), toman, AH.1355 (KM.1074; Fr.84); **Turkey**, Abdul Mejid, 25 kurush, AH.1255, yr. 22 (KM 677; Fr. 20), these both very fine (4) £100-140

1443. **Ethiopia**, Empire, silver mahaleki, EE.1885 (1892), crown, rev. date and denomination in Ethiopian script (KM.1), some weakness, about very fine, rare £180-220

1444. **Ethiopia**, Menelik II, half-werk, EE.1889 (1897), crowned head r., rev. crowned lion of Judah with banner (KM.17; Fr. 21; Gill Y-12), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £300-400

1445. **France**, Feudal coinage, Counts of Angoulême, deniers immobilisés (20), type of Louis IV, central cross, + LODOICVS, rev. crescent and annulets around small cross, + EGOLISSIME, mostly fine or better (20) £250-350

**FOREIGN COINS**
1446. **Anglo Gallic**, Edward III (1327-77), léopard d’or, second issue, EDWARDVS DEI GRA ANGLIE FRANCIE REX, crowned leopard to l. with large crown in treasure of nine arches, top broken by tail, double quatrefoil stops, rev. XPC VINCIT REGNAT XPC IMPERAT, double quatrefoil stops, floriated cross, leopards in all angles. wt. 3.9gms. (Elias 38.b; Schneider 11), *about very fine, a rare variety* £1200-1400

1447. **France**, Charles VI (1380-1422), écu à la couronne, crowned shield of arms, rev. floriated cross in quadrilobe, wt. 3.93gms. (Fr.291), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* £850-950

1448. **France**, Charles VI (1380-1422), écu à la couronne, Poitiers, crowned shield of arms, rev. floriated cross in quadrilobe, wt. 3.99gms. (Fr.291), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62* £850-950

1449. **France**, Charles VIII (1483-1498), écu d’or au soleil, Saint-Lô, crowned shield with sun above, rev. cross fleury, reads IMPERAT, pellet under 19th letter both sides (Ci.790; Fr.318), *very fine* £400-500

1450. **France**, Louis XIII, écu d’or, 1637X, Amiens, crowned shield of arms, rev. lobed floriated cross, wt. 3.36gms. (KM.41.17; Fr.398), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62* £1300-1500

1451. **France**, Louis XIV, ¼ écu, 1648I, Bayonne, crowned shield of arms, rev. cross with fleur de lis terminals, wt. 9.45gms. (KM.142.10), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62* £300-350

1452. **France**, Louis XIV, gold Royal Eschequer jeton, 1701, by Joseph Roettiers, LUDOVICUS MAGNUS REX, laurel. bust r., signed R below, rev. TOT ÄRARIA QUOT CIVES, bees swarm around a hive, in ex. ÄRARIUM REGIUM 1701, 28mm. wt. 8.42gms. (Feuardent 1966), *peripheral tone to obverse, up edge shows slight signs of having been mounted, very fine, very rare in gold* £300-400

**FOREIGN COINS**
1453. **France**, Napoleon, as First Consul, 40 francs, AN XI (1802/1803), Paris, bare head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.652; Fr.479; Gad.1080), has been mounted and gilt, with suspension loop and ring, fair to fine £300-350

1454. **France**, Napoleon, as First Consul (1801-04), 20 francs, year 12A, Paris, bare head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.651; Fr.480; Gad.1020), extremely fine £220-260

1455. **France**, Napoleon I, as emperor, 40 francs, 1806A, bare head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.675.1; Fr.481; Gad. 1082), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61 £600-800

1456. **France**, Napoleon III, 20 francs, 1855BB, Strasbourg, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.??; Fr.574; Gad.1061), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 £300-400

1457. **France**, Third Republic, 100 francs, 1907A, Genius stg. r., inscribing the constitution on a tablet, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.858; Fr.590; Gad. 1137a), certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, Obverse Scratched £750-900

1458. **France**, Third Republic, 100 francs, 1912A, Genius stg. r., inscribing the constitution on a tablet, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.858; Fr.590; Gad. 1137), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61 £800-1000

1459. **Germany**, Saxony-Albertine, Christian II, Johann Georg, and August, thaler, 1592, half length portraits of the three brothers, rev. arms of Saxony (Dav.9820), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58 £300-400
1460. **German East Africa**, 15 rupien, 1916T, elephant r., *rev.* eagle with shield on breast (KM.16.1; Fr.1), fitted with loop and ring mount, very fine

£1200-1500

1461. **Greece**, George I, 20 drachmai, 1876A, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM.49; Fr.15), a few surface marks, about extremely fine, scarce

£300-350

1462. no lot

1463. **India**, Kushan Empire, Vasudeva I (c. AD 191-230), ¼ stater, king standing facing, making offerings at small altar l., *rev.* Shiva standing in front of bull, wt. 1.91gms. (Göbl 510), fine/very fine, scarce denomination

£550-650

1464. **India**, Cholas of Tanjore, Rajaja I Chola (985-1014), gold double fanam, monkey and fish type (Mitch III, 726-28); Negapatnam, double gold fanam (Scholten 1232); other gold fanams (7); Malabar, Mysore (9)

£150-200

1465. **India**, Paramaras of Malwa (10th -11th century), Jagadeva gold pagoda, four punchmarks on obverse, *rev.* blank, wt. 3.74gms., about extremely fine

£120-150

1466. **India**, Paramaras of Malwa, Nara Varman (c 1094-1133), gold dinar (2), seated Lakshmi facing, *rev.* Nagari script, wt. 4.03gms., 4.02gms. (cf. Devell 165), both very fine (2)

£250-300

1467. **India**, Medieval, Kalachuris of Ratanpur, Prithvi Deva II (1141-1158), gold stater or unit of 4½ masha, tiger mounted on elephant to r., *rev.* Nagari script, wt. 3.90gms., about extremely fine

£300-350
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1468</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Sultans of Delhi, Ghiyath al-din Balban (1266-1287), gold tanka, (Hadrat Delhi) undated, wt. 10.91gms. (Fr.423), good very fine</td>
<td>£600-800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1469</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Kadambas of Goa, gold fanam, lion and ‘rosette’ (Mitch.III, 661-661a); Maratha Confederacy, Tanjore, gold fanams (5) (Mitch.III, 1312-1313), several fully identified, very fine (6)</td>
<td>£100-150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1470</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Western Gangas, gold fanams (4), elephant type (Mitch.III, 703); other gold fanams (7), including Cochin, Coorg, Malabar Coast (2) and Tanjore; and a gold ‘pinhead’ fractional gold fanam, identified as Kulpata, several fully identified, very fine (12)</td>
<td>£150-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1471</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Kalicut and Cochin, gold fanams (7); Coorg, gold fanams (3); others (2), several fully identified, very fine (12)</td>
<td>£100-150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1472</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Sultans of Delhi, Alāʾ ud-Dīn Khaljī (1296–1316), born Ali Gurshasp, gold tanka, Hadrat Dehli mint, AH.696, wt. 10.61gms., has been mounted leaving slight edge damage, very fine with partially burnished surface</td>
<td>£250-300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1473</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Sultans of Delhi, Alāʾ ud-Dīn Khaljī (1296–1316), born Ali Gurshasp, gold tanka, Hadrat Dehli mint, AH.711, wt. 10.97gms., about very fine</td>
<td>£250-300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1474</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Sultans of Delhi, Ghiyath al-din Tughluq (1320-1325), gold tanka, Hadrat Delhi, date illegible, wt. 11gms. (Fr.444), good extremely fine</td>
<td>£400-500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1475</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Sultans of Madura, Mahmud Shah (1344-1347) gold tanka, Daulabad, undated, wt. 10.74gms. (Fr.626), good very fine and very rare</td>
<td>£3000-3500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1476</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Sultans of Jaunpur, Shams al-din Ibrahim Shah (1402-1440), gold tanka, undated, wt. 11.59gms. (Fr.595), test marks on obv. and rev, otherwise very fine and very rare</td>
<td>£2000-2500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1477</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, a good group of unidentified gold fanams, Kalicut and Cochin, etc. (17), generally very fine (17)</td>
<td>£150-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1478. **India**, Mughal Empire, Akbar (963-1014h/1556-1605), square mohur 989h, without mint name, wt. 10.83gms. (KM.111/112), *very fine* £350-400

1479. **India**, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb (1068-1118h/1658-1707), gold mohur, Aurangabad 1081/regnal year 14, wt. 10.98gms. (KM.315.10), *good very fine* £350-400

1480. **India**, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb, gold mohur, Aurangabad 1085/regnal year 15, wt. 10.97gms. (KM.315.10), *good very fine* £400-450

1481. **India**, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb, gold mohur, Kabul 1098/ (regnal year 30), wt. 10.90gms. (KM.315.24), *reverse softly struck, very fine* £400-450

1482. **India**, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb, gold mohur, Surat 1102/regnal year 35, wt. 11.03gms. (KM.315.45), *lustrous extremely fine* £450-500

1483. **India**, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb, gold mohur, Khujista Bunyad 1102/regnal year 34, wt. 10.90gms. (KM.315.30), *a scrape in reverse field, otherwise extremely fine* £400-450

1484. **India**, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb, gold mohur, date off flan, regnal year 39, wt. 11.10gms. (KM.315.45), *an unrecorded date/year combination by KM*, well-centred broad flan, *good very fine* £450-500

1485. **India**, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb, gold mohur, Aurangabad 1107/regnal year 39, wt. 10.92gms. (KM.315.15), *minor edge knock, extremely fine* £400-450

1486. **India**, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb, gold mohur, Khujista Bunyad 1108/regnal year 40, wt. 10.89gms. (KM.315.30), *extremely fine* £450-500

1487. **India**, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb, gold mohur, date off flan, regnal year 39, wt. 11.10gms. (KM.315.45), *extremely fine* £400-450

1488. **India**, Mughal Empire, Shah ʿAlam Bahadur (1119-1124h/1707-1712), gold mohur, Mustaqir al-Mulk Akbarabad 112x/regnal year ‘Abd (1) wt. 10.86gms. (KM.352.1), *good extremely fine, scarce* £500-600

**FOREIGN COINS**
1489. **India**, Mughal Empire, Shah 'Alam Bahadur, gold mohur, Khujista Bunyad 1123/regnal year 5, wt. 10.98gms. (KM.356.7), *extremely fine* £400-450

1490. **India**, Mughal Empire, Shah 'Alam Bahadur, gold mohur, Khujista Bunyad 1124/regnal year 6, wt. 10.97gms. (KM.356.7), *spade mark on reverse, otherwise lustrous good extremely fine* £400-450

1491. **India**, Mughal Empire, Farrukhsiyar (1124-1131h/1713-1719), gold mohur, Shahjahanabad 1125/regnal year 2, wt. 10.94gms. (KM.390.30), *good extremely fine* £450-500

1492. **India**, Mughal Empire, Rafi-ud-Darjat (1131h/1719), gold mohur, Burhanpur, 1131/'Abd (1)h, wt. 10.98gms. (KM.408.11), *two minor tests on edge, very fine and very rare* £1500-2000

1493. **India**, Mughal Empire, Shah Jahan II (1131h/1719), gold mohur, Surat (1131h) regnal year 'Abd (1), wt. 11.08gms. (KM.418.8), *extremely fine and very rare* £1000-1250

1494. **India**, Mughal Empire, Shah Jahan II, gold mohur, Khujista Bunyad, (1131h) regnal year ‘Abd (1), wt. 11.12gms. (KM.418.5), *good extremely fine and very rare* £1250-1500

1495. **India**, Mughal Empire, Muhammad Shah (1131-1161h/1719-1748), gold mohur, Shahjahanabad 1135/regnal year 2h, wt. 10.81gms. (KM.439.4), *about uncirculated* £400-450

1496. **India**, Mughal Empire, Muhammad Shah, gold mohur, Multan 1137/regnal year 7, wt. 10.99gms. (KM.438.17, date unlisted in KM), *good very fine* £400-450

1497. **India**, Mughal Empire, Muhammad Shah, gold mohur, Shahjahanabad 115x/regnal year 27, wt. 10.86gms. (KM.439.4, an unrecorded regnal year), *good very fine* £500-600

1498. **India**, Mughal Empire, Muhammad Shah, gold mohur, Shahjahanabad xxxx/19h, wt. 10.88gms. (KM.439.4), *very fine* £350-400

1499. **India**, Mughal Empire, Ahmed Shah Bahadur (1161-1167h/1748-1754) gold mohur, Shahjahanabad (116)4/regnal year 4, wt. 10.93gms. (KM.449.12), *test mark on edge, good very fine* £350-400

**FOREIGN COINS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Mughal Empire, Ahmed Shah Bahadur, gold mohur, Shahjahanabad xxxx/regnal year 6, wt. 10.87gms. (KM.449.12), <em>minor edge tests, very fine</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£350-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1501</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Mughal Empire, Alamgir II (1167-1173h/1754-1759), gold mohur, Kora 1170/regnal year 6, wt. 10.84gms. (KM.467.6), <em>with full dates, very fine and scarce</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£500-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1502</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Mughal Empire, Shah Alam II (1174-1221h/1759-1806), gold mohur, Shahjahanabad 1187/regnal year 15, wt. 10.81gms. (KM.719, an unlisted date), <em>minor edge tests, very fine</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£400-450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1503</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Mughal Empire, Shah Alam II, gold mohur, Shahjahanabad 120(4)/regnal year 31, wt. 10.76gms. (KM.720), <em>single edge test, very fine</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£400-450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1504</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Princely States, Baroda, Sayaji Rao II (VS 1932-1995/1875-1938), gold mohur VS 1947 (=1890 AD), bust to r., rev. Nagari legend, (F. 1037; KM.Y39), <em>striations on obv., extremely fine and rare</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£1250-1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1505</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Princely States, Bundi, Edward VII, VS.1958m (1901), EMPEROR – EDWARD VII, local goddess with sword, rev. script legend (KM.Y11), <em>very fine</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£30-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1506</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Princely States, Gwalior, Baija Bai, Regent (1827-1833) gold mohur in the name of Muhammad Shah, Lashkar, 113(0)/regnal year 2, wt. 10.78gms. (KM.126), <em>small edge cut, good very fine</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£450-500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1507</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Princely States, Jaipur, gold mohur, in the name of Muhammad Akbar II, Sawai Jaipur 1225/regnal year 4, wt. 10.88gms. (KM.77, an unlisted regnal year), <em>good very fine, rare with full dates</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£350-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1508</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Princely States, Jaipur, gold mohur, in the name of Bahadur Shah II, Sawai Jaipur 1268/regnal year 15, wt. 10.89gms. (KM.102, an unlisted regnal year), <em>about extremely fine</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£350-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1509</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Princely States, Jaipur, Ram Singh (1857-1880), gold mohur in the name of Victoria, Sawai Jaipur 1858/regnal year 24, wt. 10.85gms. (KM.125), <em>good very fine</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£320-360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1510</td>
<td><strong>India</strong>, Princely States, Jaipur, Madho Singh (1880-1922), gold mohur in the name of Victoria, Sawai Jaipur 18(96)/regnal year 17, wt. 10.87gms., (KM.150), <em>extremely fine</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>£350-400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1511. **India**, Princely States, Jaipur, Man Singh (1922-1949), gold mohur, undated, year 26h (1947), wt. 10.91gms. (KM.200), *good extremely fine* £320-360

1512. **India**, Princely States, Jaipur, gold mohur in the name of Shah ‘Alam II, Sawai Madhopur, flower mintmark, regnal year 10, wt. 10.93gms. (KM.-; cf rupee KM.63 for type), *good very fine* £320-360

1513. **India**, Princely States, Jaipur, gold mohur in the name of Shah ‘Alam II, Sawai Madhopur, flower mintmark, regnal year 14, wt. 10.90gms. (KM.-; cf rupee KM.63 for type), *good very fine* £320-360

1514. **India**, Princely States, Jaipur, Ram Singh, gold mohurs (3) in the name of Victoria, Sawai Jaipur, regnal year 33, wt. 11.98gms., 11.68gms., 11.30gms. (KM.125), *all with attractive floral mounts, very fine (3)* £800-1000

1515. **India**, Princely States, Jodhpur, Man Singh (1803-1843), gold mohur in the name of Muhammad Akbar II, Jodhpur, regnal year 22, wt. 10.96gms. (KM.40), *about extremely fine* £450-500

1516. **India**, Princely States, Patiala, Karm Singh (1229-1261h/1813-1845), gold mohur, Sirhind VS 96 wt. 10.71gms. (KM.C#35), *good extremely fine* £500-600

1517. **India**, Rewa State, Gulab Singh (VS 1975-2003/1918-1946), medallion gold mohur VS 1975 (1918), wt. 11.66gms. (K X#MS), *about very fine/ fair rare* £450-500

No legend on band below lions, and reverse faintly struck, possibly a pattern or trial strike.

1518. **India**, Princely States, Jodhpur, Man Singh, gold mohur in the name of Muhammad Akbar II, Jodhpur, regnal year 31, wt. 10.94gms. (KM.40, but regnal year not listed), *good very fine* £450-500

1519. **India**, Independent Kingdoms, Mysore, Tipu Sultan, gold fanams (5), dated type, c. 1784-85; Madras Presidency, gold fanam, c. 1802 (Pr.11); another, Surat, c. 1800-1815; other gold fanams (2), Pondicherry, Travancore, several Mysore fully identified, *very fine and better (9)* £150-200

1520. **India**, Independent Kingdoms, Mysore, gold fanams (9), various types, most fully identified, *very fine*; with silver fanams (10), Gujarat (2) (Mitch 639) and Mysore (2), Malabar Coast (4), others (2), several fully identified, *mostly very fine (19)* £150-200

**FOREIGN COINS**
1521. **India**, Independent Kingdoms, Mysore, Tipu Sultan, 2 rupees, AH.1200//4, Patan, Persian inscriptions both sides (KM.127), toned, good very fine

£300-400

1522. **India**, Sikh Empire, Diwan Mulraj, Governor of Multan and struck during the siege, gold rupee, VS.1905 [1848-49], Multan mint, legend in Persian, *rev.* Pipal leaf, wt. 0.60gms. (KM.87; Fr.1395; Wiggins & Goron, p. 11; Herrli 11.09.04), mint state and extremely rare

£250-350

1523. **India**, Sikh Empire, Diwan Mulraj, Governor of Multan and struck during the siege, gold rupee, VS.1905 [1848-49], Multan mint, legend in Persian, *rev.* Pipal leaf, wt. 0.62gms. (KM.87; Fr.1395; Wiggins & Goron, p. 11; Herrli 11.09.04), mint state and extremely rare

£250-350

1524. **India**, East India Company, Bengal presidency, mohur, AH.1202//19, mm. crescent, Persian inscriptions both sides (KM.114), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62

£600-800

1525. **India**, East India Company, Bengal Presidency, gold half mohur 1202/19, Mirshidabad mint, oblique milling, wt. 6.15gms. (KM.101; Pr.63), very fine

£200-250

1526. **India**, East India Company, Bengal Presidency, gold half mohur, jeweller’s copy, AH.1202 type, year 19, Murshidabad Mint, oblique milling on edge, wt.5.84gms., extremely fine

£100-130

1527. **India**, East India Company, Bombay Presidency, a collection of East India Company copper half pice (200), 1791, bale-mark and date, *rev.* scales (KM.192), poor to fine (200)

£100-150

From a hoard or shipwreck.

1528. **India**, East India Company, Madras Presidency, gold ‘star’ pagoda, undated (c. 1740-1807), Vishnu standing, *rev.* 5-pointed star over granulated field (KM.303; Pr.9; Fr.1578), well-centred, extremely fine

£120-150

Sold with old collector’s descriptive envelope (possibly in the hand of Fred Baldwin), ‘used freely in the days of the Early Indo-Cape Trade … These coins have frequently been washed ashore from the wreck of the *Grosvenor* and other sunken merchantmen’. The envelope is twice priced, 16/6 and 28/6. The East Indiaman *Grosvenor* was wrecked on 4 August 1782 on the Pondoland coast of South Africa, north of the mouth of the Umzimvubu River.
1529. **India**, East India Company, William IV, proof restrike 2 mohurs, 1835, bare head r., rev. lion and palm tree (KM.452.1; Fr.1592b), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63* Cameo

£25,000-30,000

**FOREIGN COINS**
1530. *India*, East India Company, William IV, proof restrike 2 mohurs, 1835(c), bare head r., rev. lion and palm tree (KM.452.1; S&W.1.4; Fr.1593b), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 60 Cameo £1800-2200

1531. *India*, East India Company, William IV, proof restrike 2 mohurs, 1835, Calcutta mint (dot after date), bare head r., RS (for Robert Saunders) on truncation, rev. lion and palm tree (KM.452.1; Fr.1592b; S&W.1.4; cf. Pr.3), scuffed around the RS signature, virtually mint state and with full brilliance £15,000-20,000

1532. *India*, East India Company, William IV, proof restrike mohur, 1835, Bombay, incuse F on truncation, bare head r., rev. lion and palm tree (KM.451.3; S&W.1.13), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 61 £6000-8000
1533. **India**, East India Company, William IV, proof restrike ¼ anna, 1835(c), type A/3, 18 berries arms, *rev.* value in wreath (KM.446.2; S&W.1.89), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Red £300-400

1534. **India**, East India Company, Victoria, mohur, 1841, plain 4, WW incuse, Calcutta mint, bare head l., *rev.* lion l. (KM.462.1), scuffed, very fine £800-1000

1535. **India**, East India Company, Victoria, mohur, 1841, crosslet 4, WW incuse, Calcutta mint, bare head l., *rev.* lion l. (KM.462.1), very fine £800-1000

1536. **India**, East India Company, Victoria, mohur, 1841, Calcutta, head l., legend divided, no serif on 4, *rev.* lion to l., before palm tree (KM.462.3; Fr.1595a; S&W.3.7; Pr.22), extremely fine £1500-2000

1537. **India**, East India Company, Victoria, mohur, 1841, Madras, incuse S on truncation, continuous legend, bare head l., *rev.* lion l. (KM.461.3; Fr.1595; S&W.2.3), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58 £3500-4000

1538. **India**, Victoria, mohur, 1862(c), crowned bust l., *rev.* value, country and date within border of scrolling foliage (KM.480; Fr.1598; S&W.4.1; Pr.1), bagmarked, gilt, possibly ex-mount, extremely fine £800-1000

1539. **India**, Victoria, proof restrike mohur, 1878(c), crowned bust l., *rev.* value and date within border of scrolling foliage (KM.496; S&W.6.5; Fr.1604a), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 61, extremely rare £17,500-22,500
1540. **India**, Victoria, proof restrike rupee, 1862(c), type I/2, 0/0, crowned bust l., rev. value and date within floral border (KM.473.1; S&W.4.54), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63* £400-500

1541. **India**, Victoria, rupee, 1887, mm. incuse B, crowned bust l., rev. value, country and date within floral border (KM.492; S&W.6.103), *extremely fine or better* £100-150

1542. **India**, Victoria, 2 annas, 1876(c), crowned bust l., rev. value, country and date within floral border (KM.469; S&W.5.43), *very fine* £300-350

Considerably rarer than suggested by the pricing in KM.

1543. **India**, East India Company, Victoria, ¼ anna, 1857, arms and date, rev. value in wreath, single leaf tips (KM.463.1; S&W.3.74; Pr.151), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61 Brown* £70-90

1544. **India**, Edward VII, pattern rupee, later restrike, 1901, by F. K. Wezel for the Royal Mint, Calcutta, bare head r., signed KW on truncation, rev. Indian tiger to l., E.R.I. above, legend around decorative circle, milled edge (S&W.7.1; Pr.1045; [Forrer] BDM VI, 461, illus.), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 62, extremely rare* £5000-6000

F. K. Wezel, chief engraver at the Calcutta mint. The pattern was submitted to the Royal Mint in London where it was rejected with much and robust criticism (Pridmore p. 68).
1545. **India**, Edward VII, rupee, 1903, Calcutta mint, bare head r., rev. value, country and date within floral border (KM.508; S&W.7.15), struck with metal flaw on reverse between top left leaf of wreath and edge, mottled toning on obverse; certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Mint State 62 £100-150

1546. **India**, Edward VII, rupee, 1904, mm. incuse B, bare head r., rev. value and country between floral sprays, crown above, date below (KM.508; S&W.7.25), a few contact marks, otherwise about mint state £60-80

1547. **India**, Edward VII, rupee, 1905, mm. incuse B, bare head r., rev. value and country between floral sprays, crown above, date below (KM.508; S&W.7.29), about mint state £60-80

1548. **India**, Edward VII, an early proof restrike rupee, 1906, Bombay, by de Saulles, bare head r., rev. value and country between floral sprays, crown above, date below (KM.508; S&W.7.34; Pr. p.194), mottled tone on obverse, and brilliant steel-grey on reverse, certified and graded by NGC as Prooflike 63 £300-400

*ex Dr. Hesselgesser Collection
Goldberg Auction 62, 2 February 2011, lot 4652
Paul Hayward Collection

1549. **India**, Edward VII, proof restrike rupee, 1907, Bombay mint, crowned bust r., rev. value, country and date within floral border (KM.508; Pr.203; S&W.7.38), deeply toned, certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 £800-1200

The mintmark on the Edward VII proof restrike coins are not consistently indicative of where the coin was struck. Calcutta had sent all of their dies to Bombay sometime after 1952 as that mint closed down. Sometime after 1955, the Restrike’s availability became known to the general collecting public and they took it upon themselves to order the dates of coins that had shown to be unavailable to the market. This explains why there are quite a number of the restrike 1835 2 mohur coins, as the Bombay mint had to be supplied with the necessary physical gold and a striking premium in order to obtain this important type coin.
1550. **India**, Edward VII, ½ rupee, 1909, Calcutta, by de Saulles, bare head r., *rev.* value and country between floral sprays, crown above, date below (KM.507; S&W.7.68); 1/12 anna, 1904 (KM.497; S&W.210); **Ceylon**, Edward VII, cupro-nickel 5 cents, 1909, by de Saulles, crowned head r., *rev.* value (KM.103), *the first extremely fine, the others mint state or virtually so* (3) £60-80

*ex Paul Hayward Collection

1551. **India**, Edward VII, 2 annas, 1904 (4), Calcutta mint, bare head r., *rev.* value and country between floral sprays, crown above, date below (KM.505; S&W.7.99), *all certified and graded by NGC, two as Mint State 62 and two as Mint State 63* (4) £150-200

1552. **India**, Edward VII, 2 annas, 1910(c), bare head r., *rev.* value and country between floral sprays, crown above, date below (KM.505; Pr.563), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65* £120-150

1553. **India**, Edward VII, anna, 1907B, crowned bust r., *rev.* denomination and date within decorative outline (KM.504), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 64* £60-80

1554. **India**, Edward VII, proof restrike cupro-nickel anna, 1908, Bombay Mint, crowned bust r., *rev.* denomination and date within decorative diamond border, scalloped edge (KM.504, Pn - ; cf. Pr.1066; S&W.7.147), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63, extremely rare* £850-1250

1555. **India**, Edward VII, quarter annas (5): 1907; 1908 (2); 1909; 1910, bare head r., *rev.* value, country and date within floral border (KM.502; S&W.7.173, 175), *first three certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Red Brown; others Mint State 65 Brown and Mint State 62 Brown* (5) £60-80

**FOREIGN COINS**
1556. **India**, Edward VII, 1/12 annas (6): 1903, 1904 (3), 1906 (2), all Calcutta, by de Saulles, bare head r., rev. value, country and date within wide floral border (KM.497; S&W.7.208, 210, 219), *all certified and graded by NGC, as About Uncirculated 58 Brown; Mint State 63 Red Brown (2); Mint State 62 Brown; Mint State 63 Red Brown and Mint State 62 Brown respectively* (6) £140-180

*ex Paul Hayward Collection*

1557. **India**, Edward VII, trial or specimen 1/12 anna, 1904, Calcutta, by de Saulles, bare head r., rev. value, country and date within wide floral border, numeral 2 neatly stamped in space between final A of ANNA and A of INDIA (cf. KM.497; S&W.7.214; Pr.1051A), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 Brown, extremely rare* £300-400

*ex Paul Hayward Collection*

1558. **India**, Edward VII, 1/12-annas (9): 1906; 1907 (2); 1909 (3); 1910 (3), *all certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 61 Red Brown, 64 Red Brown, 64 Red Brown, About Uncirculated 58 Brown, Mint State 62 Brown, 62 Brown, 61 Red Brown, 64 Red Brown and 64 Red Brown respectively* (9) £140-160

1559. **India**, Edward VII, Bombay, Duncan, Stratton & Co, a pair of bronze coining trials or proving pieces for rupee and half-rupee, by Greenwood & Batley Ltd., Leeds, G & B monogram, rev. tiger, 30.5 & 24mm. (Bullmore, SNC 1979, p.439, nos. 5, 6), *the first very fine, the second mint state and with much redness* (2) £150-200

The Leeds firm of Greenwood & Batley, founded in 1856, supplied coining presses and associated machinery to a number of foreign mints. In February 1905 their agents in India, Duncan Stratton & Co, in Bombay, ordered six coining presses at £275 each on behalf of H.H. The Nizam of Hyderabad’s mint. These were delivered in February 1906.

* the second ex Lockdale Auction 95, lot 1921

*ex Paul Hayward Collection*
1560. **India**, George V, proof restrike rupee, 1918(b), crowned bust l., rev: value, country and date within floral border (KM.524; S&W.8.44), **certified and graded by NGC as Proof 62** £1750-2250

1561. **India**, George V, rupee, 1921, Bombay, crowned bust l., rev: value, country and date within floral border (KM.524; S&W.8.54), **about mint state, rare** £100-150

1562. **India**, George V, rupee, 1922, Bombay, crowned bust l., rev: value, country and date within floral border (KM.524; S&W.8.57), **light rubbing in obverse field, about mint state, rare** £100-150

1563. **India**, George V, proof restrike 8 annas, 1920(b), crowned bust l., rev: country, denomination and date within scallop set in square (KM.520; S&W.8.135), **certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64** £350-400

1564. **India**, George V, proof restrike 4 annas, 1920(b), scalloped flan, crowned bust l., rev: denomination within square, inscriptions around (KM.519; S&W.8.192), **certified and graded by NGC as Proof Details, Obverse Spot Removed** £600-800

1565. **India**, George V, proof restrike ½ pice, 1928(c), crowned bust l., rev: value, country and date within floral border (KM.510; S&W.8.513), **certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 Red** £150-200

**FOREIGN COINS**
1566. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah (1264-1313h/1848-1896), gold toman, Tehran 1285h, wt. 3.43gms. (cf. KM.853.12), date not listed in KM, *good very fine* £150-200

1567. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, gold 2 toman, Bust type, 1297h (1880) (KM.942), *certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, cleaned* £250-300

1568. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, gold 2 toman, Bust type, 1299h (1882) (KM.942), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 +* £400-500

1569. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, gold toman, Lion & Sun type, 1293h (1876) (KM.942), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62, extremely rare* £1500-2000

1570. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, gold toman, Bust type, 1294-95h undated issue, (KM.932), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62* £200-250

1571. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, gold toman, Bust type, 1299h (1882) (KM.927), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 +* £300-350

1572. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, gold ½ toman, Lion & Sun type, 1296h (1879) (KM.921), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, very rare* £400-500

1573. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, gold 1/5 toman, Lion & Sun type, 1295h (1878) (KM.923), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62* £400-500

1574. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, gold 1/5 toman, Bust type, 1297h (1880) (KM.924), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62* £150-200

1575. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, gold 1/5 toman, Lion & Sun type, 1309h (1892) (KM.925), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55, very rare* £400-500

---

**FOREIGN COINS**
1576. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, silver medallion 10 toman, 1313h (1896) to commemorate 50th year of reign, three-quarters facing bust, rev. legend, mid grey toning, certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55 £500-600

1577. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, silver pattern 2000 dinars, 1281h (1864) crown above Lion & Sun within wreath, rev. legend and value within dotted circle, wreath surrounding (KM.Pn 11), brilliant very good extremely fine, very rare £2000-2500

1578. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, bronze pattern 2000 dinars, 1281h (1864) crown above Lion & Sun within wreath, rev. legend and value within dotted circle, wreath surrounding (KM.Pn 10), traces of original lustre, good extremely fine, very rare £1200-1500

1579. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, silver pattern 1000 dinars, 1281h (1864) crown above Lion & Sun within wreath, rev. legend and value within dotted circle, wreath surrounding (KM.Pn 9), mid grey toning, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61, extremely rare £600-800
1580. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, silver specimen or proof 1000 dinars, 1295h (1878) crown above Lion & Sun within wreath, rev. legend and value within dotted circle, wreath surrounding (KM.Pn 899), brilliant, about uncirculated and extremely rare £400-500

1581. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, silver 1000 dinars, 1298h (1881) with Sahebqeran title, crown above Lion & Sun within wreath, rev. legend and value within dotted circle, wreath surrounding (KM.900), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 £120-150

1582. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, copper 200 dinars, 1301h (1884), legend within wreath, rev. radiant sun within crowned wreath (KM.887), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated Brown £200-250

1583. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, silver award medal 1297h (1830) for Civil Services, plain edge, mount removed with traces at 12 o’clock, certified and graded by NGC as Mount Uncirculated Details £400-500

1584. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, silver award medal 1311h (1894), Reward for Valour, legends within and around beaded circle, rev. Lion & Sun within wreath, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £500-600

1585. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, bronze award medal 1307h (1890), Nastey, legends rev. Lion & Sun within wreath and militaria designs around, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62, extremely rare £400-500

1586. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, silver award medal, 1273h (1857), Glory and Pride, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61 £150-200

1587. **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, brass commemorative medal June 18th 1873, for the visit of the Shah to England, diameter 30mm., certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated Details £80-100
1588.  **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, brass commemorative medal June 1873 for the visit of the Shah to England, diameter 24mm., *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated Cleaned* £80-100

1589.  **Iran**, Qajar, Nasredin Shah, brass commemorative medal July 6th 1873 for the visit of the Shah to Paris, diameter 23mm., *mount removed, certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated Details* £80-100

1590.  **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah (1314-1324h/1896-1907), gold 2 toman 1322h, Bust type, rev. legend within wreath (KM.996), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61, extremely rare* £1500-2000

1591.  **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, gold toman 1314h, Lion & Sun type (KM.988), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64* £500-600

1592.  **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, gold toman 1316h, bust to r. (KM.995), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* £200-250

1593.  **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, gold toman 1318h, bust to r. (KM.995), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* £200-250

1594.  **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, gold ½ toman or 500 dinars, undated, bust to l. (KM.993), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* £600-800

1595.  **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, gold ½ toman, 1316h, bust to r. (KM.994.1), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62* £180-220

1596.  **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, gold 1/5 toman, undated, bust to l. (KM.991), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65, extremely rare* £1000-1250

**FOREIGN COINS**
1597. **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, gold 1/5 toman, undated, bust to l. (KM.991), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58

£350-400

1598. **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, silver pattern 5000 dinars, 1319h, three-quarter facing bust to l. within wreath, rev. crowned Lion & Sun within wreath, plain edge (KM.Pn 31), attractive mid-grey toning with hints of orange, certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated, Details, rim filing, very rare

£3000-3500

1599. **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, silver 5000 dinars, 1322h, Royal Birthday commemorative, three-quarter facing bust to l. within wreath, rev. crowned Lion & Sun within wreath, milled edge, (KM.980), certified and graded by NGC as Cleaned, Uncirculated, Details, very rare

£1200-1500

1600. **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, silver 2000 dinars, 1323h, Bust type (KM.979), described in error by NGC as 500 dinars, but certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58

£80-100

1601. **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzuffar al-din Shah, silver pattern 1000 dinars, 1319h, three-quarter facing bust to r. within wreath, rev. crowned Lion & Sun within wreath, plain edge (KM.Pn 29), mid grey toning with hints of blue and orange, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62, very rare

£1000-1250
1602. **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzaffar al-din Shah, silver pattern 500 dinars, 1319h, three-quarter facing bust to r. within wreath, rev. crowned Lion & Sun within wreath, plain edge (KM.Pn 28), authenticated and graded by NGC as Proof 62, very rare £700-800

1603. **Iran**, Qajar, Muzzaffar al-din Shah, silver 500 dinars, 1323h, Bust type (KM.977), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62, very rare £200-250

1604. **Iran**, Qajar, Muhammad Ali Shah (1324-1327h/1907-1909), gold 1/5 toman or 2000 dinars, 1324h, Lion & Sun type (KM.F81a), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, of the highest rarity £1000-1250

1605. **Iran**, Qajar, Muhammad Ali Shah, silver 500 dinars, 1326h, bust to l. within wreath, rev. crowned Lion & Sun within wreath (KM.1013), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64, rare £500-600

1606. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah (1327-1344h/109-1925), gold toman, 1334h (KM.1074), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 £250-300

1607. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, gold toman, Saheb al-Zaman type, 1339h (KM.1074), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64, extremely rare £700-800

1608. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, gold ½ toman, 1331h (KM.1071), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, rare date £300-350

1609. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, gold ½ toman, 1339h (KM.1091), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 £150-200

**FOREIGN COINS**
1610. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, gold 1/5 toman, 1330h, Lion & Sun type (KM.1066), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, rare*  
£400-500

1611. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, gold 1/5 toman, 1331h, Bust type, (KM.1070 – an unlisted date in KM), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58, rare*  
£150-200

1612. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, copper gilt pattern toman, 1331h, bust to l., legend within wreath, (KM.Pn 37), *some brilliance, good extremely fine and rare*  
£600-800

1613. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, copper gilt pattern 1/5 toman, 1331h, bust to l., legend within wreath, (KM.Pn -), *brilliant, about uncirculated, rare*  
£600-800

1614. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, silver 5000 dinar, 1332h, Bust type, milled edge (KM.1056), *cleaned, good very fine*  
£250-300

1615. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, silver 5000 dinar, 1337h, Bust type, milled edge (KM.1056), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 Star*  
£1000-1250

1616. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, silver 2000 dinar, 1330h, Lion & Sun type, milled edge (KM.1041), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63+*  
£200-250

1617. **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, silver 2000 dinars, 1332h, Bust type, milled edge (KM.1057), *Incorrectly slabbed by NGC as 500 dinars, attractive light grey toning, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61*  
£150-200
1618.  **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, silver 500 dinars, 1330h, Lion & Sun type, milled edge (KM.1036), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64*  
£300-350

1619.  **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, silver plated bronze pattern 500 dinars, 1331h, Bust type, plain edge (as KM.1054), *extremely fine and very rare*  
£250-300

1620.  **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, silver ¼ kran or 5 shahis, 1334h, Lion & Sun type (KM.1051), *extremely fine and very rare*  
£80-100

1621.  **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, silver ¼ kran or 5 shahis, 1336h, Lion & Sun type (KM.1051), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58*  
£60-80

1622.  **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, silver shahi Sefid, 1334h, Lion & Sun type (KM.1047), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63*  
£150-200

1623.  **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, copper nickel 100 dinars 1337h, plain edge (KM-), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65*  
£100-125

1624.  **Iran**, Qajar, Ahmad Shah, silver medallion 5000 dinars, 1334h (1915), Lion & Sun type, *traces of mounting at 12 o'clock, otherwise extremely fine*  
£350-400

1625.  **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah (1304-1320h/1925-1941), gold 2 pahlavi, SH 1305 (1926), Lion & Sun type (KM.1112), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 66, very rare*  
£2000-2500

**FOREIGN COINS**
1626. **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah, gold 1 pahlavi, SH 1305 (1926), Lion & Sun type (KM.1111), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62*  
£300-350

1627. **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah, gold 1 pahlavi, SH 1306 (1927), uniformed bust to r. type (KM.1114), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 66*  
£350-400

1628. **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah, silver 2000 dinars, SH 1306 (1927), uniformed bust to r. type (KM.1104), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58*  
£60-80

1629. **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah, silver 500 dinars, SH 1307 (1928), uniformed bust to r. type (KM.1102), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62*  
£80-100

1630. **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah, silver ¼ kran or 5 shahis, SH 1304 (1925), Lion & Sun type (KM.1093), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63*  
£150-200

1631. **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah, copper-nickel 100 dinars (2), SH 1305 (1926), 1307 (1928) and 50 dinars SH.1305 (1926), (KM.1092, 1091), *the 100 dinars extremely fine and brilliant uncirculated respectively, 50 dinars good extremely fine (3)*  
£80-100

1632. **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah, copper-nickel 25 dinars, SH 1310 (1931), crowned Lion & Sun type, *rev. value (KM.1125), good extremely fine and rare*  
£250-300

1633. **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah, copper-nickel 25 dinars, SH 1314 (1935), crowned Lion & Sun type, *rev. value (KM.1125a), good very fine, very rare*  
£150-200

1634. **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah, copper-nickel 5 dinars, SH 1310 (1931), crowned Lion & Sun type, *rev. value (KM.1123), toned extremely fine, rare*  
£150-200

1635. **Iran**, Pahlavi Shah, Reza Shah, silver award medal, Sepah, undated, uniformed bust to r., *rev. sun within crossed swords and a wreath, trace of mounting at 12 o’clock, good very fine*  
£120-150
1636. **Israel**, proof gold 200, 100 and 50 lirot, 1973, 25th Anniversary of Independence, text on scroll, rev. Menorah flanked by sprigs above text (KM.74/73/72; Fr.9/10/11), *in case of issue, FDC* (3) £900-1000

1637. **Italy**, Savoy, Filippo II (1496-1497), testone, bust r., wearing berretto, rev. shield of arms, knot and annulet above (cf. MIR.278 for portrait)/277 for reverse), fair £1500-1600

This was dug up as a single find in Kent.

1638. **Italy**, Sicily, Frederik II (1197-1250), augustalis, Messina, laur. and dr. bust r., rev. +FRIDE-RICVS, eagle stg. l. with open wings and head turned to r., wt. 5.25gms. (Fr.134, listed under Brindisi), *certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 45* £2000-2500

1639. **Italy**, Vatican, Sixtus V, Felice Peretti di Montalto, silver quattrino, 1590, Montalto mint, SIXTVS. V. P., bust l., rev. MON-TALTO, 1590, Saint at prayer, *very fine with full details and legend*; other foreign coins (2 – one hammered); and a Plantagenet halfpenny, *fine or better* (4) £70-100

1640. **Italy**, Venice, Aloysius Mocenigo IV (1763-1778), gold zecchino (10), undated, 37.99gms. lot wt. (KM.C#71), *all bored or mounted, some both, fine to very fine* (10) £1000-1250

**FOREIGN COINS**
1641. *Italy*, Venice, Paolo Renier (1779-1789), gold zecchino (7); John Corner II (1709-1722), zecchino (2), Francesco Loredano (1752-1762), zecchino, and Peter Grimani (1741-1752) zecchino, all undated, 38.67gms. lot wt., *all holed or mounted, some both, fine to very fine* (11) £1000-1250

1642. *Italy*, Venice, Ludivico Manin (1789-1797), gold zecchino, (14), undated, 51.92gms. (KM.C#140), *all holed or mounted, or both, fine to very fine* (14) £1250-1500

1643. *Italy*, Kingdom, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire, 1925R, matt finish, 25th Year of Reign, 10th Anniversary of Entry into WWI, bare head r., above oak sprigs, *rev. heroic male figure kneeling on rock holding flag and Victory* (KM.66; Fr.32), *about mint state* £2500-3000

1644. *Jamaica*, Edward VII, cupro-nickel pennies (3): 1904; 1905; 1906, second type, crowned bust r., *rev. shield of arms, vertical shading* (KM.23), *the last especially pleasing, certified and graded by NGC respectively as Mint State 64, 65 and 62* (3) £200-250
1645. **Jamaica**, Edward VII, cupro-nickel pennies (2): 1905; 1910, second type, crowned bust r., rev. shield of arms, vertical shading (KM.23; Pr.31, 35), the last especially pleasing, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 66 and 67 respectively (2) £120-180

1646. **Jamaica**, Edward VII, cupro-nickel pennies (4): 1906; 1907; 1909; 1910, second type, crowned bust r., rev. shield of arms, vertical shading (KM.23; Pr. 32-35), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62, 63, 65 and 65 respectively (4) £180-200

1647. **Jamaica**, Edward VII, cupro-nickel pennies (3): 1907; 1909; 1910, second type, crowned bust r., rev. shield of arms, vertical shading (KM.23; Pr.33-35), the last especially pleasing, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, 65 and 67 respectively (3) £180-200

**FOREIGN COINS**
1648. **Jamaica**, Edward VII, a partial date set of the cupro-nickel halfpennies; 1903, first type, crowned bust r., rev. shield of arms, horizontal shading; and second type with vertical shading: 1905; 1906; 1909 (2); 1910 (KM.19, 22; Pr.70, 72, 73, 75, 76), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65, 65, 64, 64, 64 and 63 respectively (6) £250-300

*Third ex Heritage Auction 610071, lot 61146
1910 ex Remick Collection

1649. **Jamaica**, Edward VII - George V, farthings (2): 1903; 1932, crowned bust r./l., rev. arms within circle (KM.18, 24; Pr.108, 121), the first uncirculated, the second choice mint state (2) £180-220

1650. **Japan**, 10 yen, Meiji year 32 (1899), radiant sun, rev. value within wreath (KM.Y33; Pr.51), extremely fine £450-550

1651. **Madagascar**, Diego Suarez, aluminium 25 cents token, GROUPE DES BATTERIES DES SOUS-OFFICIERS, 20mm. (VG -), very fine £80-120

1652. **Malaysia**, Penang, ¼ cent (keping), 1787, VEIC bale mark, rev. legend in Arabic (KM.1; Pr.12; Sch.975 [R]; SS.7), good very fine, rare £400-450

1653. **Malaysia**, Penang, ¼ cent (keping), 1787, VEIC bale mark, rev. legend in Arabic (KM.1; Pr.12; Sch.975 [R]; SS.7), very fine, rare £400-450

---

**FOREIGN COINS**
1654.  **Malaysia**, Penang, emergency coinage of Governor George Leith (1800-1803), uniface tin cent (pice), undated (1800-1803), GL in script (for Governor [or George] Leith) within a plain circle, character countermark within the loops of the L, 43mm., wt. 29.32gms. (Pr.; S.8.22), *some slight oxidation, and fragment chipped from edge (though not lost), good very fine for issue* £800-1200

Major General [Sir] George Alexander William Leith, 2nd Baronet (1766–1842), KCB 1819, was the first Lieutenant-Governor of Prince of Wales’ Island [Penang Island].

1655.  **Malta**, Emmanuel Pinto, 10 scudi, 1761, crowned shield of arms, rev. St. John the Baptist standing (KM.255; Fr.36; Sch.l; Restelli 39), *small loop and ring attached, fine to very fine* £300-400

1656.  **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1772FM, Mexico City, armoured bust r., rev. crowned shield of arms flanked by two pillars (KM.106.1), *very fine; Netherlands*, Overijssel, ducaton, 1742, armed knight on horseback above crowned shield, rev. crowned arms with supporters, date below (KM.80), *a sea-salvage coin, very fine; with other world coins and tokens (8), fine to very fine, a couple better (10)* £100-150

From the wreck of HMS Lutine

1657.  **Mexico**, Carlos IV, 8 reales, 1795FM, Mexico City, laur. bust r., rev. crowned shield of arms flanked by two pillars (KM.109; Eliz.111), *very fine* £80-120

Contained in blue leather case, the lid with the arms of Lloyd’s of London and with certificate with details, “…recovered in 1938 by the Dutch dredger ‘Karimata’ during salvage operations on the site of the wreck of H.M. frigate ‘Lutine’ which vessel foundered off the coast of Holland in 1799’. The certificate is signed by [Sir] Eustace Ralph Pulbrook (1881-1953), Chairman of Lloyd’s. HMS Lutine was originally built for the French but in 1793 was part of a hand-over of assets from French royalists to Admiral Hood. She sank in 1799 whilst carrying a large amount of gold and silver. The ‘Lutine Bell’, which is rung in Lloyd’s to denote a missing ship, was recovered in 1858. The 1938 salvage operations recovered a single gold bar and some silver coinage.

1658.  no lot

**FOREIGN COINS**
1659.  
**Monaco**, commemorative 100 francs, 1982, Heir Apparent Prince Albert, conjoined heads r., rev. crowned arms with supporters (KM.161; Fr.35i), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, 

_FDC_  £600-800

---

**A GROUP OF SIX PATTERNS FOR THE DECIMAL COINAGE OF NEW ZEALAND**

1660.  
**New Zealand**, Elizabeth II, pattern cupro-nickel 20 cents, 1982, struck at the Royal Mint, London, bust of the Queen r., wearing Queen Mary’s Fringe Tiara, by James Berry, rev. kiwi stands before value, within fonds of tree-fern behind, _certified and graded by NGC as Proof 68 Ultra Cameo_  £1800-2200

The portrait was never adopted.

---

1661.  
**New Zealand**, Elizabeth II, pattern bronze cent, 1982, struck at the Royal Mint, London, bust of the Queen r., wearing Queen Mary’s Fringe Tiara, by James Berry, rev. value within curve of fern, _certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 Red Brown_  £1200-1400

The portrait was never adopted.
1662. **New Zealand**, Elizabeth II, aluminium-bronze test piece for a round 2 dollars, 1985, struck at the Royal Australian Mint, the Raphael Maklouf bust of the Queen r., rev. shield of arms, ROYAL AUSTRALIAN MINT TESTING, segmented milled edge, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 67 £1200-1400

The coin was never adopted.

1663. **New Zealand**, Elizabeth II, aluminium-bronze test piece for a seven-sided or equilateral-curved heptagonal dollar, 1985, struck at the Royal Australian Mint, the Raphael Maklouf bust of the Queen r., rev. shield of arms, R.A.M. TEST TEST, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 67 £900-1100

The coin was never adopted.

1664. **New Zealand**, Elizabeth II, pattern cupro-nickel dollar, 1986, bust of the Queen r., by Raphael Maklouf, wearing open crown, rev. the Chatham Island Black Robin on branch, milled edge, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 £1500-1750

The robin featured on the 1984 dollars, but the Maklouf bust was not adopted until 1986.

1665. **New Zealand**, Elizabeth II, pattern cupro-nickel 50-cents, 1986, bust of the Queen r., by Raphael Maklouf, wearing open crown, rev. HMS Endeavour, segmented milled edge, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 67 £1200-1400

As the adopted coin.
1666. **Palestine**, British Mandate, 100 mils, 1931, plant flanked by dates, *rev.* denomination (KM.7), *good extremely fine*, very rare in this grade

£600-800

1667. **Russia**, Catherine II, the Great, 5 kopecks, Ekaterinburg (5): 1767EM; 1769EM; 1772EM; 1779EM (2), crowned monogram divides date within wreath, *rev.* crowned double-headed eagle (KM.C59.3), *the third with reverse flan crack*, good fine to very fine (5)

£125-150

1668. **Russia**, Catherine II, the Great, 5 kopecks (5): 1782KM, Kolyvan; 1784EM; 1785EM; 1788EM, Ekaterinburg; 1790AM, Annensk, crowned monogram divides date within wreath, *rev.* crowned double-headed eagle (KM.C59.5, 59.3, 59.2), *the first corroded*, fine to very fine, *the last better* (5)

£125-150

1669. **Saudi Arabia**, pound, AH.1370 (1951), legends both sides (Fr.1), *mint state*

£200-250

1670. **Saudi Arabia**, Hejaz, 20 piastres (riyal), AH.1334, year 9, inscriptions both sides, date on reverse (KM.30), *minor edge bruises*, extremely fine

£500-600

1671. **Saudi Arabia**, Hejaz, riyal, AH.1346, inscription within beaded circle, legend above, crossed swords flanked by palm trees below, *rev.* inscription within beaded circle, legend above, value flanked by palm trees below (KM.12), *about extremely fine*

£125-150

**FOREIGN COINS**
1672. **Saudi Arabia**, Hejaz, riyal, AH.1348, inscription within beaded circle, legend above, crossed swords flanked by palm trees below, rev. inscription within beaded circle, legend above, value flanked by palm trees below (KM.12), about extremely fine, scarce £125-150

1673. **Saudi Arabia**, Hejaz, half riyal, AH.1346, inscription within beaded circle, legend above, crossed swords flanked by palm trees below, rev. inscription within beaded circle, legend above, value flanked by palm trees below (KM.11), about extremely fine, scarce £250-300

1674. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1892, double shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.1; Fr.2), certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 50 £600-700

1675. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1896, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55 £400-500

1676. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2; Hern Z51), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58 £350-450

1677. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55 £350-450

1678. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, half pond, 1895, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.9.2; Fr.3; Hern Z41), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53 £150-200

1679. **South Africa**, Boer War and gold mining souvenir brooch, a Kruger half pond, 1894, in ‘rope’ mount with, to either side, crossed shovel and pick, with small nuggets attached, brooch pin to reverse, total wt. 6.53gms., well made, very fine £200-250

**FOREIGN COINS**
1680. **South Africa**, George V, proof set, 1931, 2½ shillings to farthing, *rev. various (KM.PS6), all certified by NGC, the 2½ shillings, 2 shillings and shilling graded Proof 66, the sixpence and threepence graded Proof 65, the penny and ½ penny graded Proof 63 Brown and the ¼ penny graded Proof 66 Brown, rare (8) £20,000-25,000

Only 62 sets struck - a most popular set because of the scarcity of the currency coins of this year.

A superb set and the first time on the market in over 40 years. Rare thus.
1681. **South Africa**, Republic, proof rand, 1965, legend in Afrikaans, bust of Jan van Riebeeck r., rev. springbok leaping r. (KM.71.2), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65, very rare
£1250-1750

1682. **South Africa**, Republic, ½ krugerrand, 1980, bust l., rev. springbok (KM.107), uncirculated
£450-500

1683. **Straits Settlements**, Victoria, 50 cents (2): 1888; 1896; 10 cents, 1882H, diademmed head l., rev. value within beaded circle (KM.13, 11), the first two lightly brushed, about very fine, the last toned, nearly extremely fine (3) £300-400

1684. **Straits Settlements**, Edward VII, dollar, 1903B, raised mintmark, crowned bust r., rev. stylised floral design (KM.25; Pr.203b), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63
£400-500

*ex Baldwin [Hong Kong] Auction, 27 August 2008 (lot 1626)
1685. **Straits Settlements**, Edward VII, dollar, 1903B, incuse mintmark, crowned bust r., by de Saulles, rev. legends within Asiatic cross (KM.25), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 £350-450

1686. **Straits Settlements**, Edward VII, 10 cents, 1902, 2 over 1, crowned bust r., rev. value within beaded circle (KM 21; Pr.210), the overdate clear and unrecorded, certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine 35 £150-250

1687. **Straits Settlements**, Edward VII, cent, 1908, crowned bust r., rev. value within beaded circle (KM 19; Pr.218), a choice and wonderfully red coin, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 Red Brown £150-250

1688. **Straits Settlements**, Edward VII, half cents (2), 1908, crowned bust r., rev. value within beaded circle (KM 18; Pr.219), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Red Brown and Mint State 62 Brown respectively (2) £350-450

The currency half cent was issued in 1908. There were no proof specimens.

1689. **Sweden**, Oscar II, 20 kronor, 1875, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM.733; Fr.93), about uncirculated £220-250
1690. **Switzerland**, 5 francs, 1931B, Type II, bust of William Tell r., rev. shield of arms flanked by sprigs (KM.40), certified and graded by PCGS as Genuine, Cleaning – Uncirculated Details £80-100
*ex Wander collection

1691. **Switzerland**, 5 francs, 1935B, bust of William Tell r., rev. shield of arms flanked by sprigs (KM.40), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 65 £80-100
*ex Wander collection

1692. **Switzerland**, 5 francs, 1967B, Type I, bust of William Tell r., rev. shield of arms flanked by sprigs (KM.40), some light surface marks, about mint state £120-150
*ex Wander collection

1693. **Switzerland**, specimen franc, 1898B, Helvetia stg. l. with spear and shield, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.24), certified and graded by NGC as Specimen 64 £1500-2000

1694. **Switzerland**, franc, 1928B, Helvetia stg. l. with spear and shield, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.24), certified by PCGS but identified erroneously as KM.Pn50, graded as Mint State 67 £80-120
*ex Wander collection

1695. **Switzerland**, franc, 1936B, Helvetia stg. l. with spear and shield, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.24), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 66 £120-150
*ex Wander collection

1696. **Switzerland**, pattern franc, 1944B, Helvetia stg. l. with spear and shield, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.24), certified and graded by PCGS as Specimen 65 £50-60
*ex Wander collection

FOREIGN COINS
1697. **Tonga**, Queen Salote Tupou III, half-koula, 1962, figure standing three-quarters l., *rev.* crowned armorial design; quarter-koula, 1962, bust r., *rev.* similar, struck at the Royal Mint (KM.2, 1; Fr.2, 5), matt surface, a few minor marks, but much as struck (2)  £600-700

1698. **Turkey**, Mahmud II, kurush, AH.1223, year 13 (1820), legend, *rev.* toughra and date (KM 560), *very fine*, **Palestine**, Templar token, 20 paras, third issue (c. 1880), in zinc-nickel, CENTRAL CASSE DES TEMPELS, plough, *rev.* CONSUMARKE around value (Haffner CC13C), *about very fine, rare* (2)  £400-450

1699. **USA**, 20 dollars, 1879CC, Carson City, Liberty head l., date below, *rev.* eagle with shield on breast, motto above, *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55, extremely rare*  £12,500-15,000
1700. **USA**, 10 dollars, 1846, Philadelphia, Liberty head, *rev.* eagle, no motto, *an attractive coin with a hint of mint bloom, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 60*  
£4000-6000

1701. **USA**, 5 dollars, 1800, Liberty head *r.*, *rev.* eagle with shield on breast, *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 50*  
£5000-5500

1702. **USA**, gold dollar, type 1, 1850C, Charlotte mint, Liberty head *l.*, *rev.* value and date within wreath, *top edge shows signs of having been mounted, very fine and rare*  
£125-175

1703. **USA**, gold dollar, type 1, 1852O, Liberty head *l.*, *rev.* value and date within wreath, *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61*  
£1000-1200

**FOREIGN COINS**
1704. **USA**, gold dollar, 1854, type 1, Philadelphia, Liberty head l., *rev:* value and date within wreath, *good extremely fine* £120-150

1705. **USA**, gold dollar, type 3, 1862, Indian head l., *rev:* value and date within wreath, *good very fine* £120-160

1706. **USA**, half dollar, 1808, bust of Liberty l., *rev:* eagle with shield on breast, *attractively toned, some tiny marks on Liberty's neck and on banner on reverse, very fine* £500-600

1707. **USA**, half dollar, 1824/4, bust of Liberty l., *rev:* eagle with shield on breast, *certified and graded by PCGS as Extremely Fine 45* £250-300

1708. **USA**, half dollar, 1911-S, Liberty head r., *rev:* eagle with shield on breast, *almost extremely fine* £200-250

1709. **USA**, dime, 1796, dr. bust of Liberty r., *rev:* eagle within wreath, *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as Extremely Fine Details, Bent, Improper Cleaning* £1400-1600

An affordable example of a very rare coin, the first date of issue and seldom offered for sale in this country.
A small group of Spanish Colonial Pillar Dollars

The coinage in the following lots is from an old hoard or shipwreck and whilst all the coins are in good condition, some with traces of their original brightness. Whilst all have been stained or marked to a greater or lesser extent, there seems to be little evidence that any of the coins circulated.

1710. **Bolivia**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1768JR, Potosi, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, 6-petalled rosette, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.50), peripheral staining, bad on reverse, very fine £200-300

1711. **Bolivia**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1768JR, Potosi, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, 4-petalled rosette, dot after CAROLUS, rev. crowned globes between pillars, rounded 9 (KM.50), peripheral staining to half of obverse, bad general staining on reverse, very fine £100-200

1712. **Guatemala**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1766P, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.27.1), light staining, almost extremely fine £400-600

1713. **Guatemala**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1769P, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.27.1), quite severe staining, almost extremely fine £400-600

1714. **Mexico**, Ferdinand VI, 8 reales, 1760MM, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.104.2; Cayon 10645; Eliz.48), very fine £120-150

Ferdinand VI had died in August 1759, but it took a while for the news to reach Mexico and coinage continued to be struck in his name into 1760.

1715. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1762MM, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, normal legend with cross between H and I, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), very fine £120-150

**FOREIGN COINS**
1716. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1764 MF, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, *rev.* crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *very fine* £120-150

1717. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1766 MF (2), crowned arms dividing assayer and value, *rev.* crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *one very fine, one nearly so, but lower arc of obverse and full reverse darkly stained* (2) £150-200

1718. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1767 MF, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, *rev.* crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *very fine* £120-150

1719. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1767 MF (2), crowned arms dividing assayer and value, *rev.* crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *one shows more stains, both very fine* (2) £150-200

1720. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1768 MF, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, *rev.* crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *very fine* £120-150

1721. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1768 MF, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, *rev.* crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *only light staining, good very fine* £120-150

**FOREIGN COINS**
1722. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1769MF, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *bright (but not polished), almost extremely fine*  £120-150

1723. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1769MF, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *only slight staining, almost extremely fine*  £120-150

1724. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1769MF (2), crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *both have been cleaned, one bright (but not polished), very fine (2)*  £150-200

1725. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1769MF (2), crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *very fine, stains mostly to reverse (2)*  £150-200

1726. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1769MF (2), crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), *stains mostly to obverse, very fine (2)*  £150-200
1727. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1769MF (2), crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), both about very fine, one weak above value and by VTR of VTR/AQUE, second stained above crown on reverse and edge nick between V and N of VNUM (2) £120-160

1728. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1769MF (3), crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.105), one with ‘blotchy’ stains to obverse, all about very fine (3) £180-220

1729. **Peru**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1764JL, Lima, dot over both Ls, assayer, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.A64.1), reverse scuffed from cleaning £120-150

1730. **Peru**, Carlos III, 8 reales (2): 1768JM; 1769JM, Lima, dot over both Ls, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.A64.1), first practically uncirculated, second has been cleaned, bright (but not polished), almost extremely fine (2) £400-500

1731. **Peru**, Carlos III, 8 reales (2): 1768JM; 1769JM, Lima, dot over both Ls, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.A64.1), both with uneven stains, otherwise extremely fine (2) £200-250
1732. **Peru**, Carlos III, 8 reales (2): 1768JM; 1769JM, Lima, dot over both Ls, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.A64.1), coins retain some brightness but both peripheral and general stains, about extremely fine (2) £200-250

1733. **Peru**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1770JM (2), Lima, dot over both Ls, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.A64.1), bad peripheral stains to one, more general to other, very fine or better (2) £200-250

1734. **Peru**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1770JM (3), Lima, dot over both Ls, crowned arms dividing assayer and value, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.A64.1), one with general stains, one with stain to third of reverse, the last with total severe stain to reverse, otherwise very fine to extremely fine (3) £200-250

**FOREIGN COINS**
1735. **Mexico**, Carlos IV, 8 reales (2): 1795FM; 1797FM, Mexico City, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms flanked by two pillars (KM.109), *traces of encrustation stains, second scuffed from harsh cleaning, very fine* (2) £80-120

1736. **Mexico**, Carlos IV, 8 reales (2): 1795FM; 1797FM, Mexico City, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms flanked by two pillars (KM.109), *both darkly stained all over, nearly very fine* (2) £80-120

1737. **Mexico**, Carlos IV, 8 reales (3): 1796FM; 1798FM; 1800FM; Mexico City, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms flanked by two pillars (KM.109), *all scuffed from cleaning, especially so the first two, very fine* (3) £120-180

1738. **Peru**, Carlos IV, 8 reales (2): 1795IJ; 1798IJ, Lima, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms flanked by two pillars (KM.97), *first scuffed from cleaning, second damaged by encrustation removal, this fine, the first better* (2) £80-120

******************************************************************************

**FOREIGN COINS**
1740. **Farnham Bank**, five pounds, 18th Feb. 1885, No. 18951, vignette of Farnham Castle, signed by James Knight (Outing 784c), a few small cancellation holes by signature, multiple pinholes, signed ‘Rose Carpenter’ on reverse, very fine; **Portsmouth, Portsea and Hampshire Bank**, one pound, 12 Sept. 1818, hand-numbered L 5743, multiple bankruptcy stamps, holed and rust-marked, fair to fine (2) £100-150
1741. *King Anthony*, fantasy £1, issued 1930s by Anthony William Hall (1898–1947), L B/2 12105, vignettes of his image and value, 'Royal Mint of England One Pound', signed in facsimile 'Master of the Mint – Anthony', rev. his pedigree listed in double column, very fine £60-80

Anthony William Hall, self-declared as King Anthony I and Anthony Tudor, was a man who claimed to be descended directly through the male line from a pre-marriage love-child of Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn.

1742. *Bank of England*, £5, 5 July 1861, contemporary forgery, P/S 30479 (cf. Dugg. B203c), a few tiny holes, very fine £400-500
1743  **French Equatorial Africa**, 100 francs, L.1941, PB 443,995 (Pick 13a), good very fine  £100-120

1744  **French Equatorial Africa**, 1000 francs, L.1944, red serial number, TD 105,544, Postel-Vinay and Leclere signatures (Pick 19a), very fine - good very fine  £400-500

1745  **United States, Rhode Island**, The Warwick Bank, $50, 1 November 1859, no. 111, The New England Commercial Bank $5, remainder; Connecticut, The Bank of New England $20, remainder; Maryland, The Somerset & Worcester Savings Bank, $2, 1862; Massachusetts, Adams Bank, $5, 1863; Confederate States, $20 and $50, both 17 February 1864, Warwick Bank scarce type, tiny hole at centre, very fine - good very fine, balance mixed grade (7)  £150-200
1746  **India**, Reserve Bank of India, 100 rupees, 1943, A/78 673346, Cawnpore issue, signature of C. D. Deshmukh (Pick 20h), *heavy rust holes at left, good very fine to extremely fine*  
£200-300

1747  **India**, Reserve Bank of India, 100 rupees, 1937-1943, A/48 152945, Madras issue, signature of J. B. Taylor (Pick 20m), *usual spindle holes, pencilled number, very fine to good very fine*  
£250-300
1748  **India**, Reserve Bank of India, 100 rupees, 1937-1943, A/49 081356, Madras issue, signature of J. B. Taylor (Pick 20n), pinholes plus usual spindle hole, very fine  
£200-300

1749  **India**, Reserve Bank of India, 100 rupees, 1937-1943, A/58 221151, Madras issue, signature of J. B. Taylor (Pick 20n), usual spindle holes, numbers on watermark, good very fine  
£250-300
1750  **India**, Reserve Bank of India, 100 rupees, 1937-1943, A/70 457438, Madras issue, signature of J. B. Taylor (Pick 20n), *small spindle hole, numbers on watermark, good very fine*  £300-400

1751  **India**, Reserve Bank of India, 100 rupees, 1937-1943, B/15 472774, Madras issue, signature of C. D. Deshmukh (Pick 20o), *single spindle hole, good very fine to extremely fine*  £400-500

*End of Sale*